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DATA DEATH : ZERONE 

killing jews 
it depends on how it’s done 
it depends on the circumstances 
it depends on who does it 

an invalid public movie atom 
was found in the movie

RIVERS OF BLING 
for Jim Nisbet 

he entered wearing his beautiful white robe 
highlights of  which he had previously laid out for me 
on the horizon for a while 
old in unusual places

it was well-known that the shaykh enjoyed 
a specific type of  “kraft” cheese 
searching through a flash memory card 
until that pale face emerged for real

Tom Raworth
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sell the orphan an accumulator

decorate life with little pieces of  hell
make a note of  extreme dullness
watch tie while washing hands
drag self  through burning insurance
sell the orphan an accumulator
dig a hole through the photocopier
to China
live there
write often
compose a complex love with actual life
as subject matter as take a hike
attack many terrible abstract humans
using only awesome power of  mind waves
when the time comes please believe me
the credible current wanes to sleep to Dream B

make life easier

by the sea
the x factor
the dumb over
the rest is history
some positive vibes going
couldn’t get past some crazy idiot
thinking about San Francisco types
the Red Sox magic number is five
most magic numbers are mine
eventually some sense comes to them
that asks for it
to voice the rest
that time-based identity economics
begins and ends in grammar or whatever
picture soaks further on looks back
weighs in really high on drugs
possibly the highest when 
I go shopping
I get scared 
and buy everything
I am definitely pretty sure
I’m Santa Clause
I struggle through
the day
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end of  empire wired with tears

it is night. you are asleep. repeats itself
we’re serious friends in the end
the hills run for the hills and
the lyrics are about New York City

luminous and great the heart grows old
even though that western cloud is cool
a little certainty in the dreaming air
too much for the moment too late

meet me in the middle 
of  the nowhere I come from
meet you in each dark corner
drown me out in the middle of  the lake

down you go
every 
day

this stretch of  highway

building careful attention
in the biggest picture
the book of  wild flowers
look at the few hours
laid into ephemeral form
coming after the roadside
if  we could all just think
the same thing then sure

Arlo Quint
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                               Incautious
banquet of  the littoral:
Turbans (also known as Tegulas)  

Slipper Limpits, coupled with California Coffee Beans,
Apple Seeds, Wheat Shells, and
the upper valve of  a Jingle, 

thin and translucent,
like a potato chip, garnished
with marshgrass and a hint of  pickleweed. 

For my next course I turn
to the middle tide zone, paronomasticating
Livid Macrons and Angular Unicorns 

letting the Pink Barnacle
Balanus tinntinnabulum
resound on my littorine lips.  Sand-loving
 
species including sea slugs
slither lasciviously
down my gullet and into my gorge. 

I have to pass on the Two-Spotted Octopus
which is harmless and does not
live long in captivity. 

Marble Godwits, Western Willets, and
Black-Bellied Plovers flock to this littoral feast.
Fear not, feathered friends: there are enough Fat Inkeepers for all. 

(Did I mention I had crabs,
tests of  sand dollars
and knots of  beach bloodworms?) 

Like a tunicate amphipod
or a Vacationing Capitalist
I recline on a bed of  mussels below Torrey Pines 

incorporating all organisms around me
among which a sudden influx of  dinoflagellates:
poisonous and toxic, they have contaminated  

mal de mer 
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my California Mussels! Luminescent yet dyspeptic,
waves of  nausea wash over my moonlit body
drifting, in and out of  consciousness, 

drifting out to sea.

Captain Seaweed
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[best_road_ghost]

  occupied by dirt and
it parodies the practicality

   loud enough to make
 listening effortless
 she brought me chain of  love
 plans. paid me and laid me,
 earth knocked me out
 like that. I fell in
    with a sudden
     unstuck.

[connected_multiple_ghost]

bodies changing places
like the obstacle
to temptation.
     my ass
     fell off
     again
 what’s my done
what’s I look-like
local condition
we are collapses

[unlock_optimized_ghost] 

impersistent
 the blowing
of  the bed.
the road bed.
 reportedly
at the end
  of  times
we all get
a new one.
 everyone wore
  out their old.

Buck Downs
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“We’re more about making money than making things.”
        — Stephen Bechtel

Pachamama, Cochabamba

a lotus flower grows out of mud
        a clotted beginning

   Carolyn Forché said that when she goes to other countries    
   and comes back to the United States she feels we are    
   here like canned fruit chunks suspended in a Jell-O mold
   (the media is so thick)

a lotus flower grows out of mud

fish birds metal water boil melt flock & school

        shoes check food check banner check tape check 
        bodies
      
       bridgewords 
              market or movement
 wallfall 

         without faces we can have faces 
         without names we can have names

the contemporary reality of coca in Bolivia

not only is it shameful, it’s embarrassing

the U.S. called for the eradication of coca growing in Bolivia, charging that 
these crops can be turned into cocaine and contribute to drug trafficking 
and use in the United States

they said plant rice      but rice is difficult to produce
they said plant plantains    but plantains require toxic spraying
they said plant oranges    but oranges are difficult to store
they said plant pineapples    but 60 pineapples return 8 bolivianos
             (roughly 1 dollar)

there is only a market for coca

the alternative crops have been an utter failure

families are starving

“coca has been here forever” 
       — Berto Bautizado, coca union leader in Bolivia

coca tea far outsells coffee in Bolivia and the leaf is widely used in 
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shampoo. the medicinal leaf is chewed to combat hunger, fatigue, and 
altitude sickness

i was at the left forum at cooper union last year where someone said that 
the U.S. position on coca growing in Bolivia is “beyond myopic.” i disagree, 
it’s not myopic; it’s a lie. they see the big picture: the war on drugs provides 
a convenient excuse for military presence

in the past 5 years, the U.S. has spent 6 billion dollars on the drug war in 
the Andes

drug use in the U.S. has remained at a constant

the U.S. government acts as if it doesn’t realize the difference between coca 
and cocaine

meanwhile, 1. the formula for Coca-Cola — USAmerica’s #1 soft drink — is 
one of the most closely guarded corporate secrets in the United States, but 
we do know that the coca leaf is a star ingredient. Coca-Cola imports the 
coca leaf reportedly from Peru, where the Stepan Company in Maywood, New 
Jersey — formally known as Maywood Chemical Works — prepares a non-
narcotic extract. and then sells the narcotic bits to Mallincrodt Incorporated 
— a set of pharmaceutical, chemical, imaging, and respiratory equipment 
suppliers based in the St. Louis, Missouri area, and recently purchased by 
Tyco Healthcare (Tyco International) — for medicinal purposes

meanwhile, 2. is high-fructose corn syrup not more offensive than the coca 
leaf?

the recent history of water in Bolivia

the World Bank worried that poor governments were prone to local 
corruption. so they went with a sure thing: multinational corruption

loan terms to Bolivia required that water be privatized. a $200-million 
contract was given to Aguas del Tunari, a subdivision of Bechtel

under this contract, people’s water bills increased by 35%, equalling 25% 
of a household income, higher than a family’s food budget

people without indoor plumbing were billed for the use of wells they built

the World Bank is the repo man of grace 
¡EL AGUA ES NUESTRO, CARAJO!  
but cannot beat the masses

in January 2000, protesters took to the street: crowds consisting of peasant 
irrigators, unionized factory workers, sweatshop employees, street vendors, 
students, and homeless children

in February 2000, protesters blockaded streets in Cochabamba with their  
bodies and halted all economy. on day 2 of these protests, the water hikes 
were rolled back. the protesters stayed 2 days further

protests continued throughout March 2000. protests continued throughout 
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Carol Mirakove

April 2000. protesters demanded resolution of unemployment and poverty 
issues

some police in La Paz refused to leave the barricades until wage negotiations 
were settled. teachers went on strike

in April 2000 the government of Bolivia guaranteed the removal of Aguas 
del Tunari

the executives fled Santa Cruz

people walked to plazas single file straight into the water war & they would 
win, they did win. the water was theirs, damn it! Pachamama made it
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Petrarch.312

 No lovely small noisy birds with dark shiny feathers that roam through
empty pieces of  clothing for a woman or girl that hangs from the waist
 

 No well-oiled water creature with a shell upon a tranquil person who 
does sculpture
 

 No place where old or injured horses are taken to be killed and their
flesh sold in low comfortable chairs with supports for the arms
through the part of  a cheque ticket etc which can be detached and kept
as a record
 

 No swift and frisky tall thin people in charming women especially the
women of  a family or community considered together
 

 No recent tiny piece of  atomic matter of  long-awaited thin sticks
covered with a substance that burns slowly and produces a sweet smell
 

 No small piece of  material sewn into a garment of  a small insect
living on the bodies of  people or animals in lofty ornate state of
being nearly unconscious or not fully aware of  what is happening
 

 Nor there amid clear small young onions and red hats with a flat top
and tassel but no brim of  green
 

 Sweet device or system for finding objects under water of  the
production of  milk by women or female animals virtuous and lovely

No lovely small noisy birds with dark shiny feathers that roam through
empty pieces of  clothing for a woman or girl that hangs from the waist

 
 No well-oiled water creature with a shell upon a tranquil person who 
does sculpture
 

 No place where old or injured horses are taken to be killed and their
flesh sold in low comfortable chairs with supports for the arms
through the part of  a cheque ticket etc which can be detached and kept
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Tim Atkins

as a record
 

 No swift and frisky tall thin people in charming women especially the
women of  a family or community considered together
 

 No recent tiny piece of  atomic matter of  long-awaited thin sticks
covered with a substance that burns slowly and produces a sweet smell
 

 No small piece of  material sewn into a garment of  a small insect
living on the bodies of  people or animals in lofty ornate state of
being nearly unconscious or not fully aware of  what is happening
 

 Nor there amid clear small young onions and red hats with a flat top
and tassel but no brim of  green
 

 Sweet device or system for finding objects under water of  the
production of  milk by women or female animals virtuous and lovely
 

 Nor other part of  the human leg between the knee & the hip can ever
touch my number of  things or mass of  material lying in an untidy pile
 

 She buried it so deep with her own instrument for detecting earthquakes
 

 Who was alone for my extreme views in politics or religion a person
employed at a beach or pool to rescue people and a girl who is playful
or cunning and does not show the proper respect
 

 So long and heavy is the pain of  animals kept on a farm for use or profit
 

 That I call for the books giving information about every branch of
knowledge so much I want
 

 To see the official appointed by government to investigate and report
on complaints made by citizens against public authorities I should
never have seen
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Not much to do in the Republic of  Nauru

Lasso the noddy with help from your friends.
Stash Australian trash for cash.
Quarry boots and a slow drum.

There’s not much canal in the Erie Canal either.
First a lullaby, then the blood money.
Close your eyes.  Proceed to scraping.

final antler short work for rodent population

but I am the French president
contempt is only contempt
now get the hell out of  dollars

Please Pass the Fearing

Something is out there
yammering at our intellectuals.
What does it know?
What does it want?

Ducks under cellophane
the loss is socialized--
five heads are better than one.
Put it down to blending.

It could be Ohio 
the profit is privatized.
Boom asphyxiation
hidden by glare.

Little Toot and Cousin Stinky--
so much for decoupling.
Sans petroleum.
Big on beans.

as a record
 

 No swift and frisky tall thin people in charming women especially the
women of  a family or community considered together
 

 No recent tiny piece of  atomic matter of  long-awaited thin sticks
covered with a substance that burns slowly and produces a sweet smell
 

 No small piece of  material sewn into a garment of  a small insect
living on the bodies of  people or animals in lofty ornate state of
being nearly unconscious or not fully aware of  what is happening
 

 Nor there amid clear small young onions and red hats with a flat top
and tassel but no brim of  green
 

 Sweet device or system for finding objects under water of  the
production of  milk by women or female animals virtuous and lovely
 

 Nor other part of  the human leg between the knee & the hip can ever
touch my number of  things or mass of  material lying in an untidy pile
 

 She buried it so deep with her own instrument for detecting earthquakes
 

 Who was alone for my extreme views in politics or religion a person
employed at a beach or pool to rescue people and a girl who is playful
or cunning and does not show the proper respect
 

 So long and heavy is the pain of  animals kept on a farm for use or profit
 

 That I call for the books giving information about every branch of
knowledge so much I want
 

 To see the official appointed by government to investigate and report
on complaints made by citizens against public authorities I should
never have seen
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In the Right Slippers Following Close Behind

It’s elephants all the way down, kid,
you want a forklift or something?
First you fry them in the batter.
This shit is only part of  it.

I say economy you say economy
it’s very simple: squish.
I can’t take a whole lot more 
the options are choked off.

One of  the courtiers presently snores
loud enough to wake the king.
Call me after you hack his password.
I would sit down if  I were you.

Word is only wankers are bust.
It’s bigger, bigger than the S&L,
but smaller than these bankers’ balls.
With no clue what all they bought.

Probably Utah

It was pointed out that our discourse was flawed,
its claims false or inconsistent.
We continued saying what we were saying,
a way of  doing what we were doing.
It was pointed out that what we thought we were doing
in saying what we thought we were saying
really was saying and doing something else.
We continued doing what we were doing
with a new perspective on our actions,
the purpose and consequence of  our discourse.
It was pointed out that it was possible to reach 
a new understanding of  our motives,
the reason we said what we were saying.
With that understanding we could think
to say we’d act to change our ways.
We continued doing what we were doing,
speaking about it as little as possible.

Keith Tuma
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A flattering perception of

Long time a flattering perception 
Of  publication as a peril of  technology
Impacting a totalitarianism of
Psychologies, an ambience integral to
What, somehow an accident involving 
A quasi everyone at one philosophical
Projected but not actual same time

That is time not as local phenomena any
Longer than I’ve been out talking
I don’t do that much walking these days
Although I like to lick lips with fins
Glad-tailed that double invasion of
Commons not looking a stealth bot
Building a tutoring dream, of  come come

In the alley of  the used, not on I remember
Flat beer, green brick tucked into once
Talking sea built muscles toppled from
Broken heels and that’s that guy who gave 
That really good speech at the UN 
Calling “Outreach a Turnstile” naturally 
Just won’t half  burn the cool informing
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Products from research so hey I’m
Calling from a laptop in the middle
Cow of  an NYC square cleaning my teeth
With a scaffolding pole for a brush now
I want to accompany hey but it’s private 
Foot worn seats of  earning slap clap
Sprayed by guises like Homer, Herodotus,

Sophocles, Plato, Aristotle, Demosthenes,
Cicero and Virgil fuck what a piece of
Real estate and it’s killing me you
Know with a swagger as it begins to rain
Hi vibes onto Ivy League Angeles goo-preening
Five star convenience I know it’s too
Hot to be in the comparable book

Store aisles where dead voices storm 
Buried turtle and haunted twins an
Anthology of  the poetry of  things
Bang starts thinking of  must standing
On the sidewalk just smelling the bread
Cussed about everything else barring the
Olefactory shot to hell barely a block
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cris cheek

Transcribed from a talked walk in NYC, 20th September 2004
for Mierle Ukeles

And a bit from the grill of  life not
Waving incinerated walking the dogs bitten
Lips with a log between molars
Recruiting the grimacing in that
Land of  the free tea cat he tear bears
Chunk at a time and anti limes on fire
Paint keeping mum to play cell coffee

Her sufficiency of  patina upsides
Down in a window toppled red
Head of  a pigeon huddled among
Matt black railings eye opposite
The cathedral at 112th and Amsterdam
Avenue riding the welcome to DSNY dumpster
Truck past Labor Day health 

Care grass mixing between slick of  tires
Squealing break and slowing bus
Fans gentle schlock of  running blades
That everyday Spanish tongue exposition
With broken hands no handles logo blows
Catching a railing then sticks remaining sky
Whose soloed line is Happy Sanitation
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(From Ruan Ji)

Great carriages
 control
        the road,

skiffs
 ply
                 the stream

as fashion
     strides
          predictably

conspicuous
     through influential
          spheres.

Celebrity
         works havoc
                 with the will,

and wealth
         perverts
                 the heart,

so these
         make enemies
                 of  intimates,

set flesh
         to war
                 with its own blood.

I’ll scrap
         my goods
                 and go then

unencumbered up
         where I can stroll
                 unhurried and at will.
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*
granted
sufficiency
of  life

she will visit
or come infinitely
close

to all
emotional
states

which in theory
she could ever
reach

even those
statistically
most unlikely

that this fact
griefs her

is itself
a start

Trevor Joyce
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Birdsong Song Three

Wrecked light blood rite vested wind song
anchor and a supple rain
these the bird song’s servile color
there a window, eye-beam, rain
thin striped film strip, raining signal
even song a window’s hat,
sea birds, severed, attic window,
ember light gull witted shale,
real mind strip bells plain and simpled
after rage of  after rain song,
after rage of  after rain,
even flittered flocking sea bells,
several rent in summer plain.

Lisa Jarnot

nice niece
niece of  now

now now
niece of  now

ultra-nowness
niece of  now

piece of  niece and
niece of  now

nez pierce Indian
niece of  now

how now 
niece niece
now now now.

Niece
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three revilements

1.
stranger strands for exhibition : a furnace door to hallowed lands.  the sisters told 
him with mouths filthy in the main “harrowed”.  he was to supine a way hide a way.  
a field of  body groans.  “you have vapours, vapours.  you have vapours.  with a 
purge”—

suffer the caul of  bile.  thrown-child, ditch-done, drown-breath.

anéantissant for wanderers’ dun-mictures underlap’t.  false calm cribbed for 
culmination : 

chary portney claimed of  the dusk “a pendant belfry fatality.  a satin silence pell-
mell to charity’s”.  weary i asked, where will it grin, when. suffused with sadness.  
such is off.

“a hand off  every man !  no limiter now !  a dagger falling free !”

swell-mould solemnest.  swords at words bone-filtred mitre.  semi-most mimicry.  
sloughed no content no contest, sempiternal semipaternal pater nostrum : 
papaphobia dugouts verge of  mammalmounds for the lord.

a fine and private place.  where none cries out : frolic in detour, wicker.  the night 
married, a far dominion.  i hate in love’s lap, i.
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2.
what mire exsired at woodpiles, a north far gone. each evening howling back, 
somnolent edward owlpen, hurlburl into reign of  dainty dark. unto chary portney 
called, in truth unsearchable : passing lust to lust. all the dark night’s perfumes will 
not seldom it i cried to try.  sapienti sat : its eyes.

“o irresolute of  ashen ! openmouthed seeking like ! o forever wilt thou grey !”

—mortcloth mutter affray. 

a lackless stir in the dear earth the cold hard hearth. distant draughts the grey 
gentlemen stutterer rebus substitute. in midst of  other gods. in near reply, words of  
caution “judge then of  my lips where the pale winds wisp”, the saddened sound of  
the voice the heard redounding. never to : leaden morrow’s soft seeping, delictious 
leer lambent burn of  afterbirth, light fingers listing out the warm shine.

let faith coil lesser roles and beginning to drown. the staying steward so that it can 
never be mended.

this is the trouble that reach out fools—cast off, cease fire in doubt. chance medley 
of  straw figures the paperperson sent erring in air. narrow and few, brittle spittle, 
few and evil. i’ve bury : laughed to scorn in mist of  smoke— 
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3.
aloft : from that moment near to all looks passing away. mother carey and bleeding 
lance, out on a spurned lark. beset and lapstruck. the overfeast agape in the cellar 
for three days wide. old floor coated and touch only fringe. hewn. rareshow : pious 
welcomed strangepenny, art thou shifted to these least of  these ? visurient—

visière lux uxory. stray elision. 

reptation firm anent—in the house that slept. deny the day : to breathe after 
another gate. the furrowed bird given the diminished’s discomfort. “lay by ! close 
sores in the piedmont and sirocco, and dying from the silent stone steps the many-
hand sound”. her teary voice in her throat tying on the silence, bind dancing the 
dance. on a music of  a confused water. 

the doctor’s sadness—the old ink, snake, in drink : perished with hisses and 
trembling : “i take leave of  you now, and you, and you, of  your senses”—

counseled broken gone, seat of  the flesh. aged revulser penned in, worms toward 
shards : dashed, stainsake. annointed vessels of  wan sea water. i sense only 
potter’s movements, i beg the commands that both fall sere. “pitteral”. 

consent. false stars impoverity. held skeletonheads, medicined suave. or beaten 
beardless before the storm. 

the mute lash—unasked that wound : up, dead calm. to, dead hour.

the tortiloquy secreted away : never to know what breach will have happened.

cfs. creasy
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BASUJAKKU WAXWING

How to turn the bird wild
how to harvest sky

above and below supported by vacuum 
how big the fat on his face breathes 
 make wan
now make face crack 
static and birds fly out to air
  strike how to  
basujakku
how to handicap closing 
how sure in the face he is 
he your cheriboi anew
 the bajinrodo decked selective
seratonin reuptake inhibitors.

  do you glow, puma, 
when you come? 
 speed and closing  
are for him as grass jelly and
blunt force trauma
dispersed through a riot shell

In sped vortex, how he can 
no longer sing a rainbow
 crushed meds locked
in the rubicon of  the 
videogen serpentine, 
 first deprogram sky
SVGA in new noise suq
sing here the colour of  glass

Swallow in dark call this
erect vagueness, 
nucleus shattered through
carnauba wax and albumen
night pink of  his retina scan
  would tap opiate insurgency
to collapse lovingly featherbrained
at your feet, sky laughing
tripped up on potassium surfeit.
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Comatose lovingly punctual
chiquita sleeps
 singing cigarettes
patrol her.

springtime dirty vaccine 
 pole-to-pole haemmorage
feed chicken chicken feed
  tsin tao tsin tao

the M-80 settles at the u-bend
whispered bulletin over
joyous reed swell
danger of  septic flash near oyster flambe
cheap salute brilliant report
  sand catcher scraped and diapered
flash powder caprice to jump his
bones.

order him about bland mongoose fire
how he will screen off  damaging
paratactless jazz amputee
  no joke  
 as creep clouding 
mexican shower he is feel AOK ready 
weary dialtone embrace
once again enterprising yo-yo flower,
   to seek out gulph crush:
vents hyperventilate
 in
gear do not think be not thought long 
may 
your donor spill fuck-up flower concentric.
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Noisy as the sun,
 missing girlfriend safari 
 placate the dead sarcastic wind.

baby tulips like snakes
 slipped under fumes
to tangle and defect 
 how
they will learn to love planning permission
for their new English tongue
 
career bureaucrat archangel
and forensic pathology 
cannot predict 
 the success of  the dragonfruit salad,
 wildcat general strike down PSINet backbone
    clip windfall
  breezing distraction 
    how to not
feel about:
 
  VGA cascade 
glow in the dark assassin
 defoliate sleep

 puma fuck brightly
raw blue smoke over the stem
 empty hand killcore
 
for your safety, there is a
nine second delay on this
simultaneous orgasm. 
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How to jinx everything
jinx limewire grey freeze fire-bundle
 hands asleep
never to ripen
 waste this waste
clumsily you despoil
fatigued cupid wayward salvo
plutonium tipped
 
divebomb the genepool
 displaced noise shut out
 compress splash surplus

In quarantine strung out on provisional galactic expansion
a dream strips up the pseudostem
dream of  Guangdong Province 
how will it learn to strengthen
against Tropical Race four how then
lined up in a room and gassed with
ethylene you come to her
highest in the inflorescence

Jetlagged we disinfest
nightbugging at the CPBQA
boxing in our sleep

in scent to text outrage bursts up
the whole sensorium 
reject this 
musa paradisiaca insufficiently gassed
hang in green neurotic cluster
far from her bodycheck
 abject sniffing ozokerite from
a milk crate
  airfix sex check
hawaiian arms go grey market and
gently twist the knife amnesty
selectively bred paranoia bright in
out breath in lotus
folded in with snowy headfuck head on out
home
back and later you worry too much, slick.
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How to sell the pissang jari buva strain
its susceptible ratoon cycles, zero
leaf  spot resistance, odor, etc:

 her synskin go-dope
finger flex under phloem bundles
 co-prosperity

 no-go dope synskin
gray tape worm hungry for light
 sex mad for Tojo

 tycoon empty hand
sunburnt synskin denatures
 douche out white yen

Some targets so soft that ballistics [love]
pass through them, charm waxing
up tenebrous ectoplasm. Recall
that development of  the neutral 
zone trap often begins with the left wing lock 
  disinfantilise the haptic field
  shear it from prosperity
as FENG-YUN 1C gone to air got painted
over Szechwan Province 
  bark white yen.

  acid-head snow on 
 drug intervention report
  we must fix waxwing

pull onto the hard shoulder
shake like dogger banks  
 what you will lose to an
unmissable grey-life texture
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This then will be chiquita’s revenge
all snap awake freeze the spine
 brittle to 
  snap and herniated
 lumbar ghosts emerge
up from the wreck
 gigglingly ascend to the light
global hypercolour re-installation
  surface rupture 
 text to scent
   panic snow
zero-tolerant sister strain 
panama noise redux
she swallows you
  bent on sigatoka
 great white fleet bask for you  
mercs smoking in the shade

cheap fuse sputter in toilet water
palms waxing how can I
go on here without you
 flowering me bright 
cress blossoms on the scud
   
 bird to re-invert
panic glisten on great wall
 made wan face now fix

 rise rubicon dawn
nicotine aspect yes man’s land
 live on this alone.

Mike Wallace-Hadrill
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Clearing 
 

 
 
My tree’s black is                          green 

                  there’s a thumb           in it 
there’s         a squat sort of 
                    standing 
 
 
                    Pock   rumor   squirrel   owns   some 

                                                  strawberry tops 
 

 
They were mine before 

One two 
“           ” two   I buried them  

 
 
     
 
puts the water on 

     the wood         
 

 
Hey—that’s          forbidden! 
 

 
 
 
These branches are electric 
the old ones are 

        on fire. 
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Polar Bears (from the Zoo)

Plus the thing’s transparent pure sign, one polar bear’s blanket rests ob-
vious plus donates approved-of  army-surplus jackets with pink stuffing. 
The thing is permitted to be jealous when bearded. Bear’s magic pores 
have grown legs for the purpose of  microwaving the coat belonging to 
fat blanket, that holds captive a creature red with a bluest snow. A bear 
owns one magic smell. Aroused fur standing for bottoms belonging to 
hands donate pink stuffing plus boots around cold.

Outcast from reflected icy warm-bloods, polar bears never give up a 
windbreaker towards one secret ghost during vacation. The thing that 
used to be said was a pumpkin fur belonging to a polar bear windbreaker 
performed like laser straws for driving sun into the magic pores, a place 
of  being allowed to suck—hair-brained, rendered lie via yesterday’s 
books.

No, Thanks

third-person reading be
divorced or giving divorce a Divorce

rates in us are rising
accord to rough round of  in

no doubt process everyone 
unhapis even worse. If  you are 
better to bail 

a reassessing of  how:
become an issue you can spend 
come laws 

Diana Hamilton



32 [Wandering aimlessly near Union Square]

*
Wandering aimlessly near Union Square

putting on my zip-up hoodie

felt like a preparation

for the end of  my life. My CD player’s batteries

were “dead,” I could hear my breathing

and it sounded scary, like I had left

my earphones in, which I had, I had left them in. 

I took them out and held them sadly

and put them in my pocket. 
 *
My loneliness feels like my soul

needs to pee but I can’t find a bathroom.

I feel abstract.

I’m an abstraction.

I disapprove of  myself.

I click the mouse and I despair

staring at the computer screen

I hate myself. 
 *
In bed at 4 p.m.

I held my pillow 

and thought “oh well”

in regards to my entire life. 
 *
Running across the street

to get to my apartment



33I arrived at my apartment.

My key going into the lock

made noises I couldn’t hear.

I was listening to music through earphones. 

Mixed CD...the key wasn’t working, 

it was the wrong key. I felt about to be robbed

I looked behind me. Three obese women. A 24-hour deli.

In bed the next afternoon I thought I heard a very loud noise

from very far away

that sounded like I was dying,

but it was something else, a roommate

in the bathroom. 
 *
I stood in the kitchen staring out the window

at 5 p.m, it was raining. I had no obligations

for the next four days. “I don’t want anymore obligations

or responsibilities,” I thought with some confusion.

Then I thought about my smoothie.

It was below me somewhere. I was holding it

at waist-level. Across the street people
were walking on the sidewalk. Something behind my eyes

was looking at the world

with more interest than me

and angry at me about that.

Don’t be angry at me, I thought sadly. 
 *

Tao Lin
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is this what I see differentially produced?

\
seek to signal

a place is filled by less
image information

authority to not receive due
improves

seed
of  the color signals

being instead of  encrusted bazaar
\

to achieve more
sum cooked and presented

ratios in these channels
this satellite in all directions

sampling

aged
schemes for standard pattern

follow traced furrows by scattering
\

temporary
to record a greater

supported by gilt frame
common these production examples

open

grain
portending to the state

new pores color houses in less space
\

under the old
not to motivation

thoroughfares blocked with scenes
before basic encoding occurred

lamp-posts

form
step lively along strains
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daniel Ereditario

in workflows sequencing the market
\

 hit target on
an applied entropy

disguised as envelope
number of  consecutive zeros

to waves

flames
this brief  authority

of  remaining variable value
\

charge is agent
decoding a process

thoroughly in all kinds
a slower but better encoding

in store

stage
about the beginning

approximation of  inversion
\

effect device
image as a set of  this

origin stratagem
macroblocks of  critical designs

service

needs
transferred to substitute

one encoder implements other
\
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Edward T. Hopely
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I.

second

 i. domestic

 (once we found and when walking were flowersyellow 
hanging above and perhaps it was raining or steam from
the trees and we don’t often walk now there are places 
to sit or places to stand but sometimes the boys will 
hang from the trees through the window and i’m unsure
what they’re doing.)

unless

 ii. in flight

 (it takes time and sometimes it takes time & sometimes
 it takes time and sometimes  someone is watching and 
 others even when watching are watching other places 
 and you just cant think at all when being watched or when 
 they are watching something else and sometimes you fall.)

face

 iii. bitten

 (if  cleaning or telling are ways in believing is then 
 this is home or could be. i am always with buckets and
 we are always with washing and when they bring home
 more buckets i am unsure where to put them.)

cry

from wendy bird poems
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 iv. leaving
 

 (i went for a walk i just went for a walk there
 is not much i can say about magic markers most
 times but especially today.)

candle

 v. forest

 (they think i went back and i think i went back and we wandered 
and ran past the hedge and strange but what happened while 
everyone so far away were small accidents but with twigs and sticks
the boys can always rebuild. here has become very busy and the 
buckets have all somehow gone.)

II.

breakfast 

 
  i. missing

  (we were thinking and we’ve decided and pretty 
  sure by what he meant was always there are ways
  we are missing and what should we do is always a 
  question but what we should do just never amounts
  to much.)

separate
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ii. tall 

  
  (he says we should go and i think we should go there
 is something through forests but he never mentions
 what’s coming and sometimes it worries me so. oh boys
 do you think you could maybe just carry me once i am so 
 very tired.)

cowboys

  iii. leagues

  (they said they would & they said of  course they’re only 
pretending and laughing there were reasons there were 
scuffles and always with they and there were more plates to smash. 
oh peter are you playing i would like not to play today.)

laboratory

  
  iv.  green

  (and oh peter i know i have asked and again but just
once and this time could maybe you hold my hand i 
am lost and through this or your tangled and please you 
see my hair hasn’t been fit with washing since arriving 
i would like just to be nice for looking.)

piano

  
  v.  fiction

  (i’ve seen and with trumpets there are songs and with us we
  don’t dance anymore do you think this should mean what 
stillness would mean were you somewhere else? oh peter. they 
are singing of  fire but even that is so much for wondering 
what is alight.)

v.e.
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Sadie’s Flying Elephant, SF, 2008
 
fill self-shying // with pennies // espy hipness flint // penlite help // sheeniest shiniest ad for fish 
pins // o my eighty lisps // gin plinth // yep tinsel it’s silly // so lenient in the nighty fens // this 
sentinel an elfin gyp // the pestlings hype the eclipse // my pet lifelines flee // peeled lens, glinted 
typing, a fleet of  ten ships // a pfenning for a feeling // enlisted to sing lefty with felting lips…

Stacy Szymaszek
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JUST A LITTLE BITTER RAIN

I stuck it mouthward saying what I thought
early so & so late this & that.
This poem required me to live 300 years before writing it
& I’m only at 24 on into infinity where I won’t be
waiting to meet you. You lose even the ability to have
a bummer, more a hum & a single note at that.
Not another day bather lingers
lost for losing singed tender.
Alternate between topical & abject
prefix & unthought.
The window across street less sexy
now w/ air conditioner blocking brief  nudity
very PG-13 by way by lines by my gander gazing
very un-PC republo man machine partly & parting
the length of  one song’s brushed lemon.
A curtain draws
a curtailed brief  line.
A cordoned neighborhood breathes no sighs in relief.
Now a then a different opinion of  when
teeth barely bored w/ youth’s elastic
honest grape wiped lurk linger felt feel right wrong or ready
astride the gait we make when excitedly reaching somewhere
we want to be quickly. To flee toward it catching on sounds
licked down to advertise coming up.
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ON RHYTHM

Floundering while founding the listless whistle
our carriage & saunter rejects.
Sort of  sordid off  white dust
masking the saw that I cut into w/ my handsome
hardly motion moving and not so soothing
attempting the hand spring near the tree stand
where we made ours.
No reasons just fashion
disgusted disgusting we rust then we rusted.
She asked me for a word & I gave her this one,
thrown fussy. I’m not running out of  time
just the space to spazz out into, while you do
solid & unwavering, shimmering in the lack of  heat
not speaking to me in the clothes that I wore
or the sham disguise I’m not wearing
but thought about not wearing as well.
In time to sour whistling & clicking away toward
somewhere you’re waiting to shake
the river from the moment.
We stood withstanding in his backyard in that country
not this one, & why would we at least for the season.
This or that bit of  anchored steam
to lose the course to at the end of  the day, river, light
& the start of  some other
rushing the river to swim a little farther
under hard rain falling on harder water.

Dustin Williamson
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Set by themselves on a victim, a temporary cold thought

she was dying in a village with swimming pools, mixed

dreams of  traffic. I am also thinking, for someone else 

what human being is doing atmospherically, on a large 

flame to truck-stops, plume bands of  yellow and familiar 

Shell logo –  is a backdrop ignoring the lines, polarized 

radial, of  summer heat. Even deeper on the damp faced

sightless vein is a shutout, set in gangs, running first awake

to violet shock collection. The door opens a crack. People

are again mixed into traffic, by average gusts of  sense. Milk 

crumbs at the side of  the lip in tracks the words swallowed

inwards and waxed in heraldic clamps of  the interior cabin.

It is last thirst, and their steeps and soft voices patter 

towards the base, on one carpet or another, the calm one

can simply sleep into. She thought it was cold, torn carpets 

on the dash, and thinking packed with people turning 

the channel to see non-randomness carry its empty diode

far inside possibly everything. Just for him, and the bag they 

carry, weighing its words into dawn-time, averaging light

grey wings of  attention, struck in under running cover.
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Water, light-brown flecks of  a reduction, was it saw-

dust, or coffered recall of  the base line, my beating under 

the ribbon cage. Whatever distance I arrive at you empty 

land now remains growing vertically, worth a lot of  poorly 

ventilations, or piece work for variable inventory under 

the loading rates. To stand in the middle is to reach failure

its hourly pin-burn, barren as baby penguin, bloom flows 

over the outlet side, and shadows, watching those Elliot 

waves form in front of  an eye, projections of  humans on 

the floor of  a wired high-rise, tiny swimming star, is 

places to start from, into her threads, her quasi-bundles that

quiet corona of  explant. The left side by white computation

for large environments – the puff  of  improved return scripts

on her chest though the cotton lining: snow fillers on 

absorbent riser edge. Makes the carpet ugly as hell, then 

appear out of  the front of  the detonation wave – we compute

its coverage by shadow, animated humans on steep hills

between surface and receiver, not meeting until then. Can

you hold directly on the image, or staring at mounds of  

spiral winding – fixation and staining, almost your fingers.
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Matt Ffytche

Dawn returns with its terrible blizzard of  delay  

carpeted slide-loading tongue and rollers, we hit 

you mounted to the  axle tube by means of  mounting

and distant assimilation pinch: the charge is ice only,

cheap superwinch-winches in slantwise ascending 

flow. Pipelines between a die house and a neutralization 

facility, running under cover of  difference. Some flaps

of  shutter counter-project a side repeated aerial in 

whiteish flicker mortar, my want returning embrace

moving through the cloud (a massive scale-broadening

process ending direct hits). When in doubt returns

the gleam humungous dwelling: places, tokens and 

arcs for the cogeneration of  unitality: well preceded

cover the thatch firefighters stream into the rubble, the so-

called cultural intensities sometimes resting her head

on my shoulder, some in unit dream. Moving through 

the cloth in optimal intensity, side-repeated, delayed

even though but kept shouting and traversing the exit

region – strong thicknesses steak, who had to save the 

end of  the trim in meal pieces, decaying it downwards.
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EXPORT ZONE

Showing the slit across the thigh, she anchors
the erotic by which Burundi girls buy UN
HCR relief.  Is that enough milk
foaming Venus blood shot through narrow arteries
sewn up with grass and thorn.  Exotic
 imports unsold trickling over
bushmeat, a race for extinction won at the starting
gun.  Every tactic is neurotic, down to the wire

down to the long nail.  Before the noon bulletin
I’ve sucked off  two enemies and crossed
my arms over my mouth demand for
beauty on the bell curve, ringing
 the change is slight on a five pound note.

And the sign for ABCDE is camp
catastrophics, the cash transfer from London
Lite to Salt lick has some chick as its
sole citizen.  Would I like her
whipped or salted
the critical assessments are in
the latest colour, mocha grande.

I sat in front of  the terminal bowed by
happy news.  He’s coming, down the Basra
 highway the Eastern mainline toppling regime
intimacy fabricated across brand loyalty makes
the sky whipped to spreadable cloud, how long
to the end of  sacrifice, how to hold my breath and forbear
relief  until just then.  The privilege of

purchase on one life, no matching gifts programme
can convince me, and the easter season opens
 laying out purple and pink under bowed branches
the doctors refuse to look at a local sample, even these
lines sucked tight as zippers betray

their sex with pink flapping.  How to feel
pleasure when writing is a work of  repressive
sympathy, how do you celebrate time?
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THE DAY RATE

1.

The news didn’t relieve us, potentially
drawing along a notch in a hot-pink stick
what was folded in hot batter the other week.
Hours got lighter by exhaust and prevented stain.
We think, we can grow our company.  Cupboards 
stuffed with nuts and dates, radix angelicae
safflower and weakened water, shampoo

of  egg yolk, sinless blanching toothpaste: to be ready
and always good enough, clean for quickening.
We didn’t use to be religious.  But the round head…
My hands began to bloom, and my feet in shoes,
even with blood thinning up the elevator shaft
and further work for the taxable heart I arranged
the weeks for my hall monitor.  Sighted.

2.

Awake in a topography of  this new gut, which I
bisect and tap for waiting echo:
thins over the tape, tugs the ring-pulls on each corner,
or solaces a disruptive kid in carbonated
but is never known to pound at home in the kitchen.
We took a little hope from such good conduct;
on wards in isolation the sound would be muffled alien.

But when change ends that hope ends of  a different life.
We have managed to get this far without water,
but the vehicle slows and stops in the middle of  nowhere
tires overblown like cartoon puffs, macadam broken.
After rushing wind the silence is like nothing:
but after all it is not actually quiet, the blades and beads
push vocally from the ground and you all continue.

In everything you make by that continuing
I will register and sit back down, and the air will fall on me.
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TRIPLE TIME

True life waving in silver marks
the intersection of  all our possibilities:
before you know it you are
on them, a creator, mittened and brave.

The work of  grazing, building an aspect
made of  all our resemblances is
a multiplication of  the hope that you are
and always will be, vehicle in the world

to the good life attributed.  It is no saint
already, its wet bed no bundled hayrack 
we may not regret the piercing
we age with. But the light shining 

from the epochal hole in the gate, 
from the dark where
the echogenic empties into bone and pulsing
is an echo of  all possible lights: the same

that emanated from you across
the impossibilities of  ever knowing,
to be called to happiness, to that resemblance.
Life worth crowning, bird worth feeding.

Andrea Brady

3.

Ready now call in the evac unit.  Transitions from promise
to fiduciary agreements are never easy, but we try
to make things simple, drawbridge over
the Great Dismal Swamp guarded by experts
in flushing out insurgency.  My arm buzzes

as the intruder creeps into the citadel,
then I am half-awake in recovery, and light as plastic.
I will be able to run again, a literary agent
interring the future pattern when it drops again;
the light is wakeful, not quiet, the front again calm
but those will be some days until I can believe
anything I read without feeling singularly human.
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*

“I want to represent my delirium to myself

Can a voice spread 
in ends - 

hits my cartilage, it ends 

but full of  distance 
with an ever, whom

ever to be 
not 

known 
my otherwise.  

*

“You wait for me where I do not want to go: 

    Say st
un, a part and spar
k, thin. Slow
back -  sly, wet sk
in-ny like mauby bar
This start, willed 
concoction.  Embrace
sm
all 
slays - knuckles, na
s(c)ense.  Embrace, surround us- 

sea moss, o sweet milk.

What has your sense of  touch to do with love? 
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Amok his arms, at ease
replicating distance - an
intervention of  his hands, in 
replication, of  vertebrae pointillism criss-cross 
as cont(r)acts, hands - you  
can be used so many
first times.

Yet still my lung sprung,
my mellifluous.  
*

 “Originally the action of  running here and there, comings and goings

Barer today, a futz
apparel. Worlds
up to
the dark-faced whirl-cloud that I am.
Starting as I am, I am a new resident
recent from a sleep of  habitat, in a deadline
life of  a territory that is encroached upon us, to up
root now where there is
all new, all center. It
seems impossible to be mine.

*

“You love me where I do not exist

Our fights in each shadow -
your electrified hair. Instances

of  yours, you all-purpose feuder, happily
engaged in wrangle, you
Forever shouting.
So tell me, toss -
me in someone - we must
know revelatory in a failed
‘n body, just one more
get through - to
me, he must -

more boldly, yes
more motley.

Cristiana Baik
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Looking For The Key Ajar In My Kentucky Home 
 like Hamlet in his duel before his mother missing his father’s ghost 

In the midst of  numb night where middle has no end, and the danaë of  stars is clouded bully o’er, 
no matter New York plans nor the resurgeance of  the colts, buns cool and the luster only slightly 
surging, all dreams and drains catalogued in eternity, the dim initials like nuptuals barely explod-
ing all that can genuflect is an indifferent contracting of  a muscle. Like an eyelid imploded with 
love, that visionary differance of  sight and sighting, where the brilliant moth eaten woolens of  
Scotland or the slit throat of  Chile blanketted beneath the sliding poncho can be cast off  again, at 
least for the light buttons of  toilets. Then huddled at some chill desk, glass with cigaret and the 
end of  appellation, though the chauffage be buttoned on as well, and pictures are still drumming 
the carte releve asks next week’s conference to be unremittent: fork, spoon, scissors, aspirin and 
the plenary consequence.

Just try to be a dive upon the street. But then high fives and deadpans, or is it a fuelless lighter 
milling out the painted crypt, looking briefly like an old New York School writer held together 
by a paperclip and some boxite six months ago: keyless in his pulitzer. Sleep the sweetest thing 
beloved from pole to pole, and still again night’s shadow on the bedstead wall recommends its 
cool dim sparse of  marrow on the opposite one, a half  prospect of  Rothko to bid you on adieu, 
or wake you up happy at the sequence of  the almighty canon again, where desk like Dewey grins 
in Marquayole. Ribbons across his future and that other there here now well then so too it is, like 
more absent couching and its invisible recouperation, missing cigarets and the pigeons, across 
the turbin of  some salon Martin. Lost and luscent in the warming Taiga, and her blood drawn 
currents. 

So there where music mingles under the earth like Antony’s, Monday night is closed at Les 
Marcheurs de Planète. As such as the absence of  families as such, of  shape of  mind as such, the 
correspondence belittling nightfall equally, its middle and the eternal dawn dwindling but strug-
gling on, scribbled here by another wakeful scribender, slumbering unsuccessfully down into a 
mere mortal thought. Sleepy while sleepless, hungry while fed, and closed while unopenned to be 
et. This languishing slide to the outside locked inside. Our two spooned ponies longing for some 
lost direction home. 

4 a.m./O6 February 07/for Keston and Rod

Stephen Rodefer
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Importable

uploaded tapestry
parsed out of  junk

I wanted to penetrate the unperterbed sloop 
of  my sleep

search for a message, instant
cant help but look check
and on the march that turn went testing
what I said was of  my self  self  all the way 
tenor track on the mast we go

Dear Pineapple, 

When I motion for you to come closer it is only in 
response to your plaintive metrics.  I don’t really mean 
that.  You are warm and funny.  Why do you look so 
defensive?  I want to slice you in random cuts like I do 
myself  from the inside.  My sister renders invisibility 
or magic.  She manages curry in a scent of  sharpened 
razor.  Close your eyes.  Don’t stick yourself  like you’re 
wont to.  I cut off  your horn in a prickly mess like 
some essence.  Not a present sense impression.
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Irreverent

uh huh
noble nothing in your speech
smelling your fabric on the inside
how now, dear rabbit
I stumbled into your pen
not a day too late
too many days too early to tell
hey marble you rolled on your belly, only
I call it a crush because I can call it nothing else
it’s not cursed makes me  even more horny
hold her pen / hand over the flame again
that’s the ticket / way you bake presently

Erika Staiti

you go and you cage lower shuck 
and on small down 
because less it was pain my tenor 
do you state major hit the past in charm 
sagging with crack a grand penis 
i mean it was slung in the messy stress kit 
what did you do / you go? / doesn’t / they pulling 
and i had standing-only doom
there a payback just before  
grand set taken out of  the race
mostly you got it growing
wait hung and time apart 
capacity over the lines in 
and along in and before you knew better 
tenor track before you peak fell or stuck inside
or sensitive simulations in the beat best blunder

Tenor Track
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Maggie O’Sullivan

extremity deactivate unworn

The first page of  a proposed series of  “notebook outbuildings” – built on a notebook page of  MURMUR 
(entire work online at http://www.maggieosullivan.co.uk/murmur.html).
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OK so our hands touching
OK so our hands touching nails on my palm
OK so our hands touching nails on my palm a beckoning motion 
      a beckoning motion updown updown
      a beckoning motion nails on my palm
      a beckoning motion.
OK so our hands touching nails on my palm
             my palm moving outward 
             my palm moving outward extending myself 
            extending myself into space
                   in    space twining to 
push it outwards
OK so our hands touching 
OK so our hands touching fingers pushing
           pushing into themselves and curling around
                                                          curling around themselves
          like a sattelite signal
          like 8 security cameras 
                 8 security cameras & if 
I kiss you now 

            [the pulse of 
the Thames is following us the pulse of 
             the satellite 
the beep of a Nokia the pulse the pulse]

        & if I kiss you now

                                                                                                                                                 [like the 
pulse in your wrist would spit the sky in the 
                                                                                                                                                  updown 
motion of a satellite in the updown motion of            the nails on my palm a zigzag yellow electric  
                        bolt & everyone would know]
But that was then; this is now, and a halogen flicker isn’t going to break anyone’s spine.  
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DORIS

She was late home, she was just another horny civilian.  Comprehensive throbbings, 
nervous jerkings.  But oh, she was as lovely as the war, all dressed in auburn, coming 
up against a raging text to moan and buck in words.  I loved her with the stealth of  a 
schoolgirl, despite the hundreds of  limits we battled: audit trails, everyday judgement, 
value systems, the sparkling insides of  others, etc.  We got a flashlight bargain for our 
interior pain, the light reflecting off  the varnish of  our lungs, our pancreatic juices 
glowing.  I was her countervalue double, all real and disrobed, full of  explosive tranny 
artefacts, resisting all those street-cries – “Lady, don’t be flawed!” (she wasn’t, and 
neither was I)  The anti-population was full of  festive cheer & heady kink, we were all 
dialling ‘X’ for silk, giving in to phone temptations and underplayed stockings before 
the oh-nine-hundred warheads.  Symbols lifted her above the Viagra reconnaissance 
of  the above-ground warblers, signs that I and others could read on her body.  & she 
read mine like Braille.  We tried to never reduce each other to anime ‘toons, all edge 
and monochrome, but sometimes it felt that way, apart from when we were blurry with 
interception devices.  

 
EDITH

She was late home, she had gone out in an invitation blouse, a post-work spritzer, & 
this whole creamy twin-set she liked.  She was advertising a hot political look.  She 
was an idiot, she was Freud, she was a sex fiend. She was, in truth, nothing more than 
a discontinued type-cast made of  polyester.  She was responsible for all of  January’s 
inverted oppression.  I was in thrall.  She came at me with this smooth, military [slash] 
corporate “cop-a-feel” attitude & I let her, quaking in my rebel boots.  She cast a dark 
shadow over this love story that was going to practically write itself  – this girl Tracey 
I was after – she was – never mind.  She sugared up every young protégé, then left them 
on the seedy corner she found them.  Plus, she had made Ginny all sore, sort of  inside 
her heart, that’s what Lisa had told me.  I thought how can she get away with this shit, 
with all this blabber in town?  But I fell for it hard, ignored all the salt-lick metaphors.  
So we went back to hers, pulped all these ideologies, these texts, & I sculpted her body 
with them, around this mesh we got from the borderland fence.  We ate hard-boiled 
eggs in the morning, talked about categories, drew up lists of  everyone we knew.  She 
did my makeup and hair to look like hers, gave me these little ballet pumps & threw my 
boots out the window.  She was magic, & waited 3 weeks to drop me, the best 3 weeks of  
my life.

 
GLORIA

She was late home, she had killed this tragic writer.  She was looking for men to beat 
up and modify.  She was easy to forgive.  We were plastic orphans together & we had all 
this bitch-kitten discourse going, so of  course I let it slide.  She was writing a manifesto 
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& that night she was scrawling it on the fridge in blood, & I was going to say something 
& then thought no, I’ll wait & just wipe it up later I don’t want to make her- when she 
turned to me- & then it’s all just dark.  I woke up in the barracks with lipstick on my 
face.  When Edith bailed me out I only saw her one more time.  She had hooked up with 
this lacyboy or whatever.  She was on a protest truck, and screamed to me – “So long my 
storyteller!  My jet powered angel!”  She was gunned down on the way out of  town, she 
never made out, or so I heard, so I left all that blood on my fridge.  It seemed rude not 
to.  Once I asked her if  we should stop, just stop.  She answered “No, I am fairly nuclear, 
and besides, we never occurred”.  
 
SINDY

She was late home, she was fragile as an eyelid.  Her mouth gleamed with cyber Monday 
steals, lenses blinking under the striplights.  Her voice was like a machine gun, her 
lips pink&black in the style of  a relationship. Her beauty was the mystique of  creative 
packaging, her nails unchipped, painted an unreal plum enamel.  She was covered in 
bites, cute with promiscuity.  We never let our inner consciousness get in the way of  the 
satin logistics of  our physical relationship.  She tried never to fall over or be flimsy, or 
risk degrading the whole community.  She was made from free radicals and an obvious 
sense of  anxiety, overt to covert, yanking the closet door shut in the middle of  the 
night.  Her passion was as subtle and pervasive as a clown’s smile.  She spat out radium 
as her feet hit solid concrete.  She was deep graphix, fluttering & blinking from place to 
place.  She was my cousin, she was just visiting, we had high standards of  conduct.  We 
were double-dyed, a planetary movement, drone workers full of  mutilation and musk, 
groping on the wipedown tables, wearing our money like thongs.  
 
MONA & OLGA

She was late home, she rolled her eyes upwards as if  she was getting paid for it.  She 
skated professionally and made love with guns.  She had a thick moustache which she 
waxed at weekends.  She would not let economic upheaval interfere with her personal 
experience, the private as invented by the public shielding her from direct affect.  When 
anyone talked to Olga she would assert that she was biologically hers.  Olga was from 
the other side, only three-quarters complete, symbolising the birth of  sickness.  They 
both wore Levis & Hi-tops, They linked fingers through the fence, they kissed their 
bones at midnight.  They gazed at others in outrage, they listened to Shakespear’s Sister 
on repeat.  They were aware of  words, they peformed themselves daily.  They were the 
staunchest puritans I’ve ever met. “You’d better hope someday that you make it safe back 
to your own world”.  Word.  Perform.  Stop. 
 
MARILYN 

She was late home, she was well-marked and modern.  In the pageant she was retrieved, 
awakened, dressed up.  All texts and contexts were then stated with love, powered by 
the media, meaning dragged metrically across her breasts.  She was a sexual sparrow, 
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she was totally legal, she was partially interchangeable.  She was a small plump 
genderfuck.  She often got fired from her jobs.  She was diminutive and at times almost 
dead.  She treated Carla like a portal, light shining from every orifice, orgasming like 
a chorusline.  She created faux night across the city for the purpose of  seduction.  She 
always had six or seven inches to spare.  She was a house-bird, she was as jealous as a 
poet, she was the taxonomy of  urban drag personified.  She had been a wet bundle of  
nerves since her childhood.  She was a gloomier place.  She morphed me, she moved me, 
she became the end of  me.  We flew to the tropics every time it rained.  

DANA

She was late home, she talked as clearly as America.  Her international lovesong was 
affected with tears.  She was a mindless resistance advocate.  She had the ability to 
ambulate, to roll towards herself.  She rejected Heidegger altogether., and sought other 
forms of  toxicity.  Her musculature was that of  a swan; she asphyxiated her enemies 
with mechanisms to encode the female.  She was located escapably outside of  language 
or what we might call literature.  She was a misinterpreted cultural theory.  She was 
arguably the “main meaning” of  most things.  When we were together, we were almost 
always kinetically drunk.  She was that which was not naturally given.  She was the 
largest departure of  our time.  She was the sum of  her continental sources.  She was my 
unhealthy valentine, the buzzword that helped me overcome all of  my failures.  
 
CARLA

She was late home, she always had the slickest tools.  She was an unidentifiable artwork.  
She always shared her links with anyone who asked for them.  She undermined 
feminism’s ability to tell stories.  She was full of  difference and shattering.  She listened 
to transgressive records.  She was a vampire motherfucker.  She played guitar like a folk 
hero.  She was the reason people became political.  She was, like everything, immutable.  
The anatomical aspects of  her existence resembled warfare.  She had little to lose.  She 
was a catchy reverb-washed sample track.  She had a monopoly in form and content.  
She encourages you to read on.  She was full of  artsy codes.  She was on a poster above 
a bar on Old Street.  Her kidneys had an unruly appetite.  She danced like a Parisian, 
remodelling her look medically every few years.  She asked daddy to buy her a pony 
every Christmas.  

 
TRACEY

She was late home, she had all the charm of  a recycled film premiere.  She was cleansed 
by time but we destroyed her humanity.  She was sweating bullets.  She was deeply hurt 
by a few negative comments that strayed her way.  She was seen auditioning for every 
commercial going.  She was to become the star of  a hit sitcom.  She was much better 
at crowd control than most.  Her mum packed her up and moved her to Los Angeles 
when she was five.  She was actively involved in the fight against police brutality.  She 
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is the reason that reason remains operative.  She thrives in watery environments.  She 
was a pillar of  the community, she was such a great person!  She was a dense map of  
fascination.  She relied on metre and repetition to keep herself  at an acceptable level 
of  understanding.  She was a princess with a magical sword.  She ate the hearts of  
mammals.  She never wore jeans.  
 
RITA

She was late home, she had the heart of  a brutal dictator.  She was a real page-
thinker, she declined most notions of  validity.  Her back was sticky with linoleum.  
Her relationships were made of  fragments.  She flicked the switch of  history.  She 
was smitten, but unable to break away from her traumatic childhood.  She spent long 
summers abroad.  She took crudity to new levels, her spirit full of  house fires, tampons 
and razorblades.  She generated valentine riots, her boots and belly full of  marshmallow 
whispering “I just dreamed of  you” into ears of  queers everywhere.  She tore the prison 
door completely off  and jabbed at empty spaces in the air.  She replaced herself  with 
calculated equivalences.  She was all cutups and allusions with little functional value.  
Her wilful misreadings of  Sappho made her famous amongst lesbians and intellectuals.  
She possessed the vengeance of  a heron, with a battle-cry that sounded like a lament.  
Her behaviour was always disgusting but largely understandable.  She should be 
considered provisional at all times.  

Sophie Robinson
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shutter// target

cigarette spot  gorgeous in glass, no pretension:

husking out the watershed 
folds under yellows where flushed
deaths go bland in glare 

                  flowery shade

((triplet dolls barbed with a heat wire
as eggs cool on a smeared ledge
disreputably leaking))

realise that we’re trusted glitch is a flying memo
a paintbrush     flown brassy    bloodying the mid-point

Shut in doorway to be let foul///
have no materialist keys,  slipped how charred
shingles is all the mess glows smiling

to whit
              threadstone   of  impoverishment

as white as an optic, fouling the apriori
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hands like this window silt
tick into spread.

  is brass in the shadow
                                                                       bracketed hub   pampered     with doilies
lip brings a stash
and the whites pitying go under, gaining 
slack      spilling bootless
                                                              never more:  never           shelf.    
    memory dissents her flouting profile

                           glossed barres determine a  prolepsis

               i would if  i could 
                                               be              touching
the back of  her head

          germinal      darling irradiates  
                      as the sign does,    acceptance calmly scrolled        carries on
      a fallible  limp      unit
                  interest motions to a hip flask,        

                                          fat presses us coloratura 

Francesca Beasley
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howl 

Insurers, reinsur I saw the                    best m Plane              being sear best minds 
of  my EU facing tes of  my generation i          Former Preside I saw the best      min 
Obama criticiz best minds of  my             Army reviewin minds of  my genera US presses 
Sud generation Force I saw the best m US investigates best                   minds of  my 
g Bombs in Leba I saw     the best mind       Former Ukraine best minds of              my 
One third will my generation report             I saw the best in Aerial mosquito  I saw 
the best 138,000 acres. urers             dip on storm inds                    of  my generation. 
I sa arched                    at Newark       Airp y generation.          I saw the best st over 
Lebanon                           force saw the best minds of             my g nt Ford has Angiopl 
ds       of  my generation I saw es political corruption                  generation               I 
saw the best p Casualty Reports tion,                                       I saw the                      best 
mind                                           dan’s Leader                                                  to 
Acce generation I         saw the best Obese by 2010,                     sa inds of  my                    
generation i                                         spraying to blanket

:centration t           the port minds                 s                    eneration                   asty wi 
the n    in Kenya s            of                  my                pt UN              saw the of  Cluster        
the son         mind s                of       s     new re 
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What happened? 

Lost, swept away on an island 

breeding waves tossing you ashore 

teetering, unfinished, 

without constellation or sign. 

Where to go. 

What happened. 

Brush, and a breeze rips through bare branches. 

The sky a clear white. 

But around us is cloud, black, unidentifiable new, dirt or dust. 

Mercury drops. 

your on the floor, flat, spread eagle, 
back to your floor, wind coming in through the window,
sky above (you’re house) clouds move steadily. 
door clicking into its hinge, sound of, whir 
of  appliances sleeping. tile counters. window: 
sound of  clouds spreading out across the sky,
blue then grey. door fastened upright then legs stretched. 
reflection in window pane of  clouds whirring face. 

Sara Wintz
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Lisa Samuels

Indeed the material world literally swarms
With certain angles (of  your face) a range careers
They bear with them an ordinary day of  handmade try
Their lives appear (and reappear in moments) in a key
(we were saving for the crux of  our discussion)
‘life in public’ work demands the ease inhabits 
Not only that such figures idle actively (but you
Among extremes will go with curtsies half-addressed)
The city’s gazes looks and contact spills over the bodies
talking shared unwritten sense
wondering what the hurry was in a flower bed
calling stalwart thirst intensified over glass
the vertical bell strikes six cessation think divide
think ethos executes reformist zeal twinned
with a sail (for numerable countries) deeply of  Arcadia
in half-gallon vigour to say to say that were as
(we were soft and pliable but still) monocultural suggests
The point a landscape rich for sociality (then hold my hand)
With Eula mobilizing narratives in a café
(where we sit with open arms) latent demand
To plug in essence grassroots spiralina
Semiotic (with a napkin) central sale did not exclude
New users like bi-folding hospitality towards the street
A wider public theatre employed (to bring us to repast) 
This certainly is superior put to work (your tendrils
Prominent display coordinates my eyelids you-ward)
While we parochial (delicious turn) the key the streetscape
Activists (and through all these encounters) the usual
Disclaimers well apply

(from) Tomorrowland (work in progress)
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from ‘a psychowestern’
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Structuralist Approaches

Gustave Morin
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hunting in a children’s zoo
automatically cull
names twine fibers on my cord
terse feathers grow supine

correction on a simple error
feign import of  seeming to control
yes we can fix something
enact change resolve all action
for fidget to remain

then, 
repose in the arc of
forty speakers soar
back to back shut and listen for
glitches in the technocrat control
organic so then bleep, this too is systemat
this too is broken here to conjure up your point

sped up physiological whap to smooth
stop-time motion wobbles brain
eradicate wrist watch, wall clock
got nothing on that mechanical shuffle

*

spittle it-girls
from the rivermouth
of  bed dried up in drought

alert the optimistic structure
trans-
tocking of  his clock

another quiet emergency
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stimuli impartial to

hotel,
            which buoy after body drop

apply aplomb to battle
stitch wound to wound and pray

lit-up gleam and grapes
          sway hollow on the empty line

          no center in the ball of  yarn

exercise in sound lay limber
swath sodden, swollen, tried

fix focus soft on things like pasture
ash sand idealogue spat,

no honor in the vociferous
make muscle in that brittle dress

Corrine Fitzpatrick
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The Overprotector  (Authority)  (Proctor)  
 
&

The Gambler (lazy) = (fear of  failure) (narcissist) (Gambol)

Two male archetypes

A love poem

to the Overproctor

The pointy logs

of  a round stick-fort

I sat inside

The round of  points

Made a jag-edged sky

Like a children’s sun

The sun peels off

The sky peels off

One is lying down (lies in grass)

By a cracking flag (pole)

One’s whole genus

Means same

I love you over

Protector

Cut-out shape of  oneself/myself

from Mercury Vectors
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Crawling up the hill

One moves into

The cutout self

Where “mistake” is born (where one doesn’t fit)

Rubber band twist round my calves

round my wrists and

neighbor’s neck

Round his calves

We are “sharing”

Stories of  home.

This is a love song!  Overproctor!

What is to love about the Overprotector?

To Engamble

Can see out over the top of  the fort fence

Can put out your eyes on the protector

D. H. Lawrence: “All right, my little bitch.
You learn loyalty rather than loving,
and I’ll protect you.”

I am the learner at the center of  the eye

and the fort-sticks    the lashes

I am/about 12 years old

If  you will just do it, you can crawl out
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Do what they say, and you can crawl out. 

My mother, I notice, over and over says

 But this is how it is; you must
accommodate yourself

but there isn’t any how it is

The cutouts are moving up

inside the paper or within it

inching up the pages

Many friends come to see, and
to insert themselves
in a cut-out

A ten-class pass

 

Catherine Wagner
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SILK EUDAEMONICS

O you shacker like a good death knowing
Kraft slipping into envy out coming volume

as last faker time, the blunt imbricate tasks in lodges
clerical rash swoon at the desiccatory ring throat

you say and it will not last in cash I examine
remarks on whiteness find nothing consolatory nor gestural

the dichroic shell in immediate merchant buttons
of  immanent comportment

wait hold rubber trope for glee shock sorry
or the less then falter for buy-out troops 

you imagine either the clepsydratic cell is a prop
of  recalcitrant duration trap or a slip into oral infinity 

you tell more in a day O annex and the young
will last to profession the cursory fig

dried in the sun like wild envy of
customer valencythere’s charm in a margarita

in substance that labels its farce as levitational
like a storm clip conversio, here reconsider the tendential 

and all prayer for source/L, the subtlety, the askance
the crooked peak of  entry in holiness duration is static

in rubber dimples or finding really demonstrative ports
uncareful you approach the third register in polyester

willful offer in milk torso check what you tried
and later on on empty empty its satchel into a morsel

of  unrefined zinc to needles triple zeros ignition 
instead of  reckless fin du go guys like watersheds

in a fucking camp the ash cream checks temp guarantee
we change dollars no xrays and no aimant 
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the sediment of  equal share if  its hand holds the elite
in contortion is odious to cherish the vital ganglion 

no matter what you’re saying I’m certain I am
listening that is connected to a pulse of  delimitation

where negatively we ascribe dedicated functions to bite
systematic subrelational lots of  linoleum like cloud camo

or horny layer which will fade, for today’s applicable gulf
it makes us tight right open to miss the vengeance.

Ryan Dobran
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Against her chambered skin, cottaging the light with plumes

they sharpened and inserted one by one the fists of  sight.

With curious eyes their fingers pulled the rib bones apart,

each one coming up with fortunes.  I do best when there

is nothing expected of  me.  The line trims down.

She is direct.  She has lives for skin.  Punctured

relationships are tested like mirth, with milk.  Nothing

problematic with the exception of  all the hearts but it

will carry you through.  

    Then we make a trip, for we 

have leisure and freedom in good amounts, one starting

close to home, in the heart where plans settle like powdered

milk, threatening new breath.  The heart turns to wires

each one a poetry line, then a shift of  lime trees and sunlight

to dot the morning walk with complicity, though nothing

so clandestine.  If  it will be appreciated, and met with a

true gaze, I am happy for it to be done.  The right wing

laps a little its other.  There will be milk thistle in the morning.

MAKING LIGHT OF SITUATIONS
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THE TEXT YOU HAVE COME TO EXPECT

It was the small things that I did made
all the difference because finally they led me to
see that beauty is symbolically present depen-
dent on the effort of  the gaze, I sat and gazed at you you were
   only yourself  becoming with orange
lacquer in your hair.  Your lips didn’t know what to do, sniffled
with the warmth of  new visual phenomena
   you had forgotten so many things
in the lacquer folds you contemplated energy 
that gives only to maintain the status quo but
   imagines within its reach eternal greatness
made available in fact outside the reach of  touch,    paolo & francesca
was furthest from the romantic truth but anthropologically profitable.
   But finally you can’t believe that,
finally you are only yourself  and thank
mercy for that.  The cab swings correctly into the street as you avoid
the little mafia.  You vow to start ordering cab in Russian accent only
after all you note you do speak all the dialects and you are cold as Ukraine
   ‘s braids.  Pause for snow.  There are courageous
bonds in your dealings, you throttle the dance of  new faith holding scissors
against the throat of  the plastic holding the price tag to the garment, I’ll
   have no qualms about making like a bird and slit
ting this little thing, pink fluffy pumps in the stirrups.  None of  it is plump,
it is all flattened minus sex into the missing hungry throat.

Love plumps the pillows and sits back to watch the Democratic candidate
get mired in the oil of  production in the air of  human loss where within your 
heart something soars like a wound or a historical disease and the real
reason for everything, money, sits in his throne atop the entire bourgeois-
ethical liberal-minded shenanigan in an Yves Saint Laurent jockstrap and 
Chanel dog collar with cufflinks by Fendi and mindnumbingly fluorescent feather 
boa by Comme des Garçons.  

When the show ends you are standing there in your jacket swimming
with new blur of  love untarnished by obsession in your ribs, acknowledging 
a strange growth in the mutual fund even though 
the markets are currently slumped 
like picnic baskets, heaving lung all over their desks
and the collapse has been said to be imminent.
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Marianne Morris

HOT WAKE-UP

In their bed they warble, the blossoms start to come
to have kept that private now rinse yourself out
taking in steps like fabric gathered detergent and 
rinsed out.  Ladies.  They could be more heavily 
inclined together, with all of its particularities
the scent of travel hangs in the nose becoming abhorrent
stick of movement, flash of leather, imagine if they
you, dried, hung, your insides out, replaced, taut.
Walked hoping in the little town for bigger, wider
shucked its damnable trim that you could have done better
only if only if trimming was the thing you were trained at
trimming not running, having not chasing, being not trying
to be alone in the afternoon with the taste of chems.
In one way or another the pollution will be necessary
but leave the detriment out, asked him to hold her knees
Knees were lonely, didn’t get much stroking he complied
warm cups over bone cups, would borrow his healthier 
blood for warmth and that is intimacy if it isn’t a secret
but how do you tell it, it’s like your blood is keeping
me warm and mine is cold.  The thing passes in a wash of
light and weather.  Wealth drips out of their noses awash
with chems.  Want the soil in your oesophagus so much open
those lips 
  bulb of you and your face, hard
  narrow nightmares of inaction obsess
  to stretch time into the one same moment
  pretending you can’t handle lifting and alteration
 pull back
succeed the
 edges of light
  rejecting the jargon lining the bins
jargon of eggshells and chicken carcass and 
wrappers totally hold me
tapering back to the first light, to draw anew
with love and no more hunger
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Here’s to Sartre blends ethics from the come of  some Satyrs.
Here’s to I drive a Saturn • on Saturn • through some of  them.

Here’s to Old Zephyr Mouth and his whistling • smokin.
Here’s to what about exclamation marks for the second Love Poem!
Here’s to Operation costume practice and the faux-levitating.
Here’s to the application of  latticework leg stump slap base marking 
    the diet to come.

Here’s to should we choreograph our mating to the tune of  every ring tone, 
    or listen to each one and choose carefully?
Here’s to incurring a PR nightmare where my right wing and your right wing 
    continue to flit will anyone fail to file your timesheet to take her for a spin,
    jUStice?

Here’s to Gaypal’s digital massage payment system.
Here’s to the powder that’ll help make us feel us.
Here’s to the cloud-scape we’ll roll up on and under.
Here’s to the the balanDithered HXII-handler that is you, o fevered rabbit  
   which we hope does flush for us in addition to us flushing for it.

Here’s to the data gloves we touched with in that Copenhagen squat and their 
   hectocotylian probing into the poop deck before shuffling.
Here’s to you’ve gotten a bit smug and [cinders smoke off  puffs / as rasp our eyes, 
   stub her / firmer into filter, / the fuller she’s snuffed / the deeper you’re kind,/if  
   you extend her / some thing to inquire / through skin, to wither, / less than kind, 
   more than wise]y.

Here’s to an evening of  lost Jack Goldstein loops projected from a platform 
    mounted precariously on your vaginal wall • you ask dudes, how much longer?
Here’s to crude decals and sophisticated fecals • mucus to mucus, nose to cunt.
Here’s to the thing we’ve been workin’ up between us, now downloadable from 
    tddh.t35.com. 
Here’s to the destruction of  everything except you and 
    we line dropped outta consideration for the unit.

Here’s to the coal’s evening gravity as told to Jamelia by Goggled Lucas: this was a 
    moment witnessed in October 2006 by at least five of  the above adressees. Here it 
    goes: 
Here’s to the New Madrid fault because of  a) its de-elevation of  the top
    7/8ths of  the Appalachians caused by surrendipitous vibration sent thru
    asthenosphere in shuriken burp from the subduction zone up to Mt Katahdin    

Love Poem
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    where an interactive hologram of  Jow waiting atochronically into a latté in an ice cave 
    at the peak with Old Zephyr Grip doing this “Ritual of  Madness” was tragic enough when it 
    was just being beamed overseas by the equally faux-levetating zen communist party-
    goers, but like unreal when b) river’s over that city: NOLA and the entire Ole Miss I 
    Sip Ya Delta flushed out • entire sports bottle of  HXII downed by parched Jamelia 
    (thirst caused by tax on electrolytes incurred as condition of  teleportation from 
    Hazard KY to the calliope in the Delta Queen’s Texas Lounge mid-Aurora via real-
    time polypeptide-fueled circuit-bent Spectra Diode Labs® laser diode driver model 
    #SDL 800 which motivated l’ooze [HXII] from pure Gatorade thanks to fork-bomb 
    hacked onto the blueprint of  SDL 800.n’s recoherence toggle by Livefree neo-con 
    textual obscurantists on board from the get-go who guessed rightly that the quickest 
    way to HXII was electrolytic deconversion and so conditioned Jamelia since ‘89 to 
    favor Gatorade when travelling) projectile-frothed from her tongue onto carpet where 
    stain was de-emphasized by absolute sublimation carpet-tek flash flood from quake 
    upgraded to tsunami when river washed ov’r Queen and interacted with HXII 
    molecules suspended over tricked-out Lounge carpet in a vapor trap • seeing this, three 
    culturally significant Boeing reps jumped channel and opened port from Chicago to 
    the Pentagon, suggesting thereby to the Joint Chiefs the possibility of  HXII.n-laced 
    directed energy ordnance for increasing the velocity of  rainfall • used immediately 
    in Operation Let Down which carpeted not only Fallujah (as a sequel to White 
    Phosphorous in which this time nobody got burnt up just forcefully pelted) but also 
    Beirut and irrelevant sectors of  virtual China.

Here’s to I think the “Here’s to” sections are very strong & some of  the best stuff  
    we’ve written yet • Agree the second set fall short of  the first • :: needs to stay but
    it could go anywhere • Please Forgive Me can go if  you like • Done.
Here’s to recognising there was a kind of  integrity when they were talks but 
    we’re past that • ok I guess that means you are.
Here’s to I prefer the homoerotic Justin carried Jow to Jamelia carrying Jow. 
    Might need to think about the authorship a little but Jow & Jamelia is probably
    fine • I think of  it as part of  DOG PUKE too though.
Here’s to for your records, I think it was Read Only Memory, & just “Dom” 
    loudly • For some of  the original squibs I tried writing love poetry to a sutured 
    chimera of  most of  them.  Destroy this.

from Cathected Pissing  • aka Dag Flute (Summer 2007)

Jamelia Wigmore & Amelia Gilmore
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∆

Well damn it should that elbow twin
 shock his bushel,
stays intact,
crestfallen shook his coat
like a thunder god was lobbing bolts,
 corncobs 
rattle like a backstop of teeth, filed
each in its individual butt.
Rocks in his shoes jump,
 stunned fish mooch, 
but he is girded loosely by a faint
pleasing light,
incandescence puts it about 
  that he, that he
at a distance stays hotly focused.

∆

Due diligence might sniff them out,
the blade cantata fall apart,
console change on a mood’s mercy
 stricken 
by the hanging, weighted ether, 
cancelled vocal
methane pervades. 
 Crack the dry black purse,
salty comma,
break out of an ambush, this fallen
world a field of operations merely,
drawn into a clanking hold,
 the underdeck.
Let this one breathe his universe

out as though expansive.

Corn Equipment Cycle
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Do you object & grind, do you
create at a resumption,
lilac staining scabbed walls, passion
vines scribble commas,
   corn syrup
product picks up speed & drives
 lapidary power-trains,
recasts the deity to make
mock, for what merely
correlates no nature would comply, 
 for what calls the shots,
asking more in hopes of less,
predetermined
surplus shrinks the world, gives out
from his glandular perch, 
‘the only roadmap you’ll ever need
is tendrils & purple emblems’.

∆

The songbird in the lead lap weighs
a bubble marvel, proof enough
of what he went about.
  Pink tilts
the rich saucer 
likewise strewn with rocks of value, 
oceanic bowls slop.
 Beneath a tilted sunset
each ribbon left its bite, 
discharged a dense shrinking agent.
Vessels ferry water,
phantasms sing,
sullying the thought-stable circuits,
 nature mort
dribbling with ampersands of syrup, 
 I love you man, you kill me.
Corn bristles.

John Wilkinson
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Joshua Strauss
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good evening, mother caterpillar, you shall come with your husband to church on 
meatfare sunday

light is waxing a roman cure.
the grave-diggers with pipes in their mouths and bottles of  wine
snap their connexion with the sun:
    “the corn-cat will come and fetch you,” 
purrs the wheat-wolf, holding open-palmed straw, bent to ash.

    “slava of  slava: drop the beak fruits
    and the seeds and rices will be sown and sprouting,”
the corn-cat replies.

i am ra at noon, i am tum at eve.

when black mother cow refreshes with milk, peas, and dried pears, she moos:
    “turn not your face away
      from your servant,
      for i am in distress;
      hear me speedily and answer me,
      draw near to my soul and deliver it.”

a large fish is killed to the empty pot of  wine:
the dried fish forms mother cow’s diet,
and hot water touches wine and wets the fish again;
rose, lily, and the mistletoe that cannot fall to the ground shrivel to vine
and anointing them with spices, mother cow wraps them in linens
and places them in the grave-diggers’ tomb.
sheafs of  corn puck at their sides, and they sing:
    “a trial is held where the brandy is dug:
      wise thief, in one moment made worthy by the wood
      of  your mistletoe.”

the corn-cat lays the wheat-wolf ’s straw in the hen’s nest,
and she can no longer carry away her eggs.
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affliction sun

i am wine.
i am sapphire
on indigo beaches
perched
on a white rise
opaque from sands, threads,
eclipsing blue and green.

    baited cloves dropped in:
    my sleeve is bleeding,
    and i am perforated.

in a world where i can drink you
there is a holocaust of  mind:
without speaking, i know which traumas will die;
i have seen them lined up,
in their waiting.
their mouths are hollow,
and drinking makes them whole.
they soothe,
    this is how you die:
    cooking fish on the floor,
    tossing bones in garbage heaps
    that rot like a crown of  willow leaves
    on a vietnamese girl, washing her hands in hot water
    with a bar of  pig fat.

Rachel Smith
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affliction sun

i am wine.
i am sapphire
on indigo beaches
perched
on a white rise
opaque from sands, threads,
eclipsing blue and green.

    baited cloves dropped in:
    my sleeve is bleeding,
    and i am perforated.

in a world where i can drink you
there is a holocaust of  mind:
without speaking, i know which traumas will die;
i have seen them lined up,
in their waiting.
their mouths are hollow,
and drinking makes them whole.
they soothe,
    this is how you die:
    cooking fish on the floor,
    tossing bones in garbage heaps
    that rot like a crown of  willow leaves
    on a vietnamese girl, washing her hands in hot water
    with a bar of  pig fat.
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Thomas Evans

materials: leather, brass, fabric, enamel 
dimensions: 8 x 5 x 3”; 9 x 6 x 2”; 9 x 5 x 2”
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Memory: first print-out

0.0 (07.10.18, 08:20)

I was in the process of  getting up and preforming my ablutions. Ideas often come to me in this state - while doing some 
everyday activity that is sufficiently interiorized that I can continue with the necessary actions without disturbing multiple 
trains of  thought (very much unlike the writing I am doing now which is distracting me and disturbing my trains of  
thoughts, multiply).
  I was in the bathroom of  Robert and Pilar Coover’s house, which I am renting for my first year at Brown University 
in Providence. It is an unspectacular bathroom but clean and functional, decorated with slightly extraordinary framed 
examples of  advertising and some art-inflected photographs that I assume are personal and show their once young children 
in various cinematic, evocative scenes: forests, clearings, reflected in a pond, on the empty street of  a rural Mexican village: 
pre-adolescent bandidos.
  I was showering and recalling a plan I once had to write about the funeral of  my Great Aunt Buck. This occurred in, 
perhaps, 2003 (I am hopeless with dates but this writing is about memory: it would be ‘wrong’ to check) when I was on a 
visit to Brown. I was able to drive to Toronto for the funeral. In fact my aunt was buried in a cemetery on the shore of  Lake 
Simcoe where the reception following the funeral took place - in the nearby church hall - as an extended family gathering. 
The funeral and this gathering affected me quite deeply (partly a function of  changes and difficulties in my personal life). I 
met many members of  the extended family about whom I had only previously heard stories. I had a chance to stitch these 
stories together, put names to faces, make more sense and memory of  who I am. After the reception I drove back to Toronto 
with an elderly lawyer, a first cousin (so I recall) of  my late father.* Get-togethers continued at the cousin’s house near 
Rosedale: more potential family memories. Afterwards I wanted to write about these gatherings and the weekend overall. 
I decided to try to write only what I remembered as I wrote. That is, I would not research or check my facts or ask other 
family members who might be able to help me ‘get things right.’ I would assume that what I remember is right, that what I 
remember is what had happened.
  Of  course, typically, I wrote a few pages of  marginal interest and then never pursued the project. It would, I think, have 
been fascinating. Probably my memory of  the event would have grown over time. I would have remembered and, willy-
nilly, learned more, even without research or conscious quizzing of  other relatives. I would have had an active interest in 
recovering all that I thought I had been given back.
  So here is a new project for a new life in which it should be possible for me to continue. A more rigorous example of  
conceptual poetics.
  As I shaved in the Coover’s first-floor bathroom I decided to wait for an event, an occurrence in my life that would not 
be everyday or naturally recurring. Once the event was found, I would write about the event for at least half  an hour 
immediately after its occurence and then regularly for roughly the same length of  time but after increasing lengthy periods 
of  not writing: immediately afterwards; the next morning or evening; a day after that; a week after that; a month after that; 
three months; six months; and then every year on the anniversary, unless by then I decide that even these longer periods of  
not writing should be increased (for the sake of  the concept’s internal consistency or simply because it seemed to me that it 
would yield good writing).
  But there are problems: what type of  event? how interesting should it be? If  it is to be non-recurrent, what exactly does 
that mean? How long should I have to wait for the event to happen?
  I solved these related problems in the realization that the event of  my conceiving the idea was, itself, a perfect non-
recurrent event. So I can begin, as I do here and now, writing immediately after the event of  the idea. I will continue to write 
about this event after increasingly long intervals while still awaiting the actual event that will begin my experiment.

0.1 (07.10.18, 23:20)

I cannot remember the precise moment when I conceived the idea for this experiment. Immediately after the event I said 
that it occurred in the bathroom during my abultions. This is true in the sense that this is the place and time during which I 
became conscious that I had hold of  an idea that I would pursue. Nonetheless I believe that I had recalled my earlier plan, to 
write about the weekend of  my Great Aunt’s funeral, while I was still lying in bed, after having put down Harry Mathews’ 
My Life in CIA, which I am reading. I got out of  bed, retrieved my dressing gown from the walk-in wardrobe opposite the 
door leading out to the hall, put it on, and walked to the bathroom. It seems possible to me that the idea for this experiment 
came to me as I walked, opening the bedroom door and turning immediately to my right through the separate door of  the 
bathroom. By the time I had entered the bathroom I was aware that I had the idea, and yet I still believe it is true to say that 
the event of  the idea occurred in the bathroom, during my abultions.
  I showered. I am aware that I am writing in a style that is relatively flat, very deliberate and primarily descriptive. And yet 
it is interrupted by the kind of  self  reflection that seems appropriate to its subject, my memory of  an event. The writing is 
also, I believe, influenced by the book I am reading, Mathews’ last novel. This might make me anxious and even unwilling to 
persist in this manner, except that I am a genuine fan of  Mathews and his manners. I showered in my usual way, following 
a routine, performing actions that allow me to think because they are quasi-automatic: I step into the shower, soak my body, 
then my hair, then wash it with good, no-chemicals shampoo. I lather myself  with similarly high-quality liquid soap using 



a bunched round of  porous plastic, the somewhat nauseating, feminized name of  which eludes me. I rinse off  and that’s it. I am certain that the 
idea in its essentials crystalized during this shower. But it was only finalized as I shaved. I always do this after showering.
  I know this because I cannot remember shaving. Normally I would remember, half  a day after the event, at least as clearly as I remember 
the shower. But earlier today, even as I shaved, I realized that I was not remembering shaving and that I would not remember this instance of  
shaving. I do pay a good deal of  attention to the act of  shaving. I consider it important. I wet shave. I use proper shaving soap, usually a solid 
puck-shaped round, and a brush that I ‘won’ by pulling the right end of  a high-class Christmas cracker. Currently, however, for soap I am using 
a good solid paste, pressed into a similarly puck-shaped white plastic case with a screw top that I bought in Venice, this Spring, during a long 
weekend there with Nancy.
  Anyway, I would normally now recall some part of  the actual actions that I performed this morning while shaving. These are even more 
standardized and automatic than the other movements and gestures of  my abultions and yet, because I attach extra importance to them, they 
would normally be memorable for me. The specific actions themselves I mean: a specific stroke of  the razor over a specific area - a vertical strip 
- of  my throat, for example, one of  many that I must have made this morning. If  I wanted I could describe in some detail exactly how I shave 
each day. It would always be very much the same (unless I made a effort to try something new) and it would match what I did this morning. But 
if  I did write such a description it would not, however accurate, be the description of  a memory because, as I say, I cannot remember shaving this 
morning. It was during shaving that I was captivated by the idea for this experiment. I was in the midst of  the most ritualized and regularized 
part of  my bathroom regime and this was the perfect space of  time in which to fashion the idea and work out many of  its finer details.
  Time now to stop writing. I’m concerned that this process is leading to a reinforcement of  the memory that might make it impossible for me 
to forget. And, at least in part, I think that I am doing this because I want to experience the processes of  forgetting with more pleasure and 
engagement. But writing is also a distraction, as I already noted, and it may be helping me to forget as much as it helps me to remember.

0.11 (07.10.19, 08:40)

Problems are already arising in relation to this experiment of  writing memory, perhaps inevitably. The task is to write what I remember of  an 
event. Here I am writing, one day on, about the event of  having the idea for this experiment. And yet, in the passage I wrote yesterday I already 
had trouble specifying the moment when this event occurred, if  there was one. Now, after performing similar ablutions at a similar time of  day 
(I bathed instead of  showering and read My Life in CIA in the bath for a time) I have elaborated the idea. Perhaps the resonnance of  the routine 
- now a routine of  thought - encouraged me to think more about the idea. Perhaps now I will never be able to get up in the morning, wash and 
shave, without thinking of  the idea and the event of  the idea. A slightly terrifying prospect.
  There is, of  course, the general (onotological?) problem of  what constitutes an event. I remember that I had my idea at a certain loosely 
specified time but when, more precisely, shall we say that it is deemed to have occurred? I recognize this problem from my preferred writing 
practice where something similar obtains. In digitally mediated writing, programmed processes may generate or modulate the text in real 
time. What then are its ‘literary events’ and when do they occur? By constrast, in writing that is mediated more conventionally, we seem able 
to say that, for example, a literary event occurs when I complete one of  these passages. Or, if  you’d rather get as granular, material-poetic and 
proto-semantic as this medium allows, you could say that a literary event (at least a literal event) occurs each time I determine (with a keystroke) 
the imposition of  a letter (or, more accurately, a glyph). But if  the imposition of  glyphs, words, or larger structures of  language waits for its 
realization or reiteration in the memory of  a programmed machine, has a literary event already occured? Does it occur when the process runs for 
the first time? Does it occur during the entire duration of  the program’s running? Does it occur again the next time the program is run? And so 
on. You see the difficulties.
  Basta. I had the idea yesterday morning, as I walked into the bathroom. Then it fully formulated while I was in the shower, and crystallized so as 
to occupy all of  my attention as I shaved. This morning, my body recalled those gestures but I bathed, and perhaps this variation of  gesture, this 
immersion and immobility, modulated my thoughts in relation to the idea. I was wondering when the real event might happen and I was worried 
(as I was yesterday at the time of  the idea - hence this writing, if  you remember) that I might have to wait too long for a real event. I considered, 
as we all do inevitably, that death would be the ideal non-recurrent event, although it would be difficult to write about one’s own death, even 
immediately afterwards, and the notion of  posthumous memory is, for me at least, an oxymoron.
  Then I considered that events can be fictional and that it is not unheard of  in fiction for a narrator to be dead. The rest was obvious. My 
fictional death will occur soon. I already have a story, a way to die. It will happen today as I drive to Boston, but it will of  course be different, 
fictional hopefully, compared to the actual drive I will be making to Boston today. After I’m dead, I will write, according to the same temporal 
constraints, my memories of  the event of  my fictional death.
  Much of  what happened yesterday - the event of  the idea - seems to have been obscured by me in this writing if  not yet in my memory.

1.0 (07.10.19, 17:50)

It happened today on the return journey from Boston - the ultimate non-recurrent event that I now describe immediately after its occurence and 
will go on to recall in passages of  writing produced successively after increasingly lengthy intervals.
  I was driving back from another type of  event in Boston, one of  those presentations of  indeterminate form - part lecture, reading, performance, 
demonstration - which typify the field in which I am, or rather was, considered a pioneering practitioner. The event had been scheduled for 
3pm in room 503N of  a tower block in MassArts (the Massachusetts School of  Arts). I had arrived late with my new graduate student in tow, 
Jason Nestor. He had tagged along with me - enthusiastically - to engage with and learn from a colleague-to-be, a past student practitioner from 
the program he had just joined. David Roquet was presenting his work in the elevated  bowels of  MassArts on behalf  of  Aftermath, an arts 
organization famous for weaving together the disparate threads of  new media art, even including our literal art, our poetics ghetto, the practice 
that is or was my special habitus.
  David’s performance and talk was fascinating if  typically low-key, with throwaway insights trailing off  and sometimes lost in the silicon static 
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and multi-media blur. There was no after-party. I relied on Jason to find the car parked miles from the dark towers of  
MassArts because parking in Boston is basically one of  those impossibilities that never turn into an opportunity of  any 
kind. Having lost our way to the event, we retraced automotive networks back to the highway using our now highly attuned 
programmers’ skill sets. No second mistakes, except simply to take perverse pleasure in a work-around or kludge. Soon we 
were on the highway, I-93 South.
  I’d just moved from the UK and was driving one of  the cars belonging to the family from whom I was renting a house in 
Providence. It was what they call here a ‘stick shift’ but on the opposite side to the one I was used to. The road was damp 
from not-too-recent rain and it was only just falling dark during an evening in the second half  of  an October which had 
been, until this week, unnaturally summery. The weather had unnerved me since my move. It reminded me of  my youth in 
eastern Canada - summers on the lakes where I had been at home.
  Apart from the unusual - to me - configuration of  the car’s controls, there was also the mild unfamiliariyt of  the traffic 
and driving habits hereabouts, entirely different from those in the UK. In England, especially in or near London, people 
always drive as fast as they can or can get away with. Here, they are more difficult to gauge. Free spirits weave insanely, 
but many others, in huge powerful cars, just glide or suddenly crawl to absurdly slow speeds that I suppose they think of  
as ‘safe’ for their children and families. When they do this they become walls and obstacles for the aforemention free spirits, 
those who seem still to live according to the New Hampshire state moto, emblazoned on its license plates: ‘Live Free or Die.’ 
Despite the fact that a UK driving style has nothing to do with some new world hallucination of  ‘freedom,’ it nonetheless 
approximates its behaviours, at least as far as driving is concerned. I was driving too fast. And I was culturally unprepared 
for the sudden appearance of  lines of  near stationary cars in front of  me on the open highway.
  I also was distracted, talking to Jason about David’s presentation and the ideas underlying it. I braked, but too late and too 
hard, careering towards a line of  cars that was far too close. Even braking, we were travelling near seventy.
  What they say about your life flashing before you was not true for me. On the other hand, I had plenty of  time, so it 
seemed, to compare this experience and my handling of  it to others. I congratulated myself  inwardly for keeping control 
of  the car and managing to steer it - skidding slightly, burning rubber - just to the right of  the car at the end of  the near 
stationary line in ‘my’ lane. We had shifted one lane right and avoided an immediate deadly shunt. It seemed briefly possible 
to avoid a crash entirely. The car was slowing in time in order to avoid impact with the end of  the corresponding line in our 
new lane, the middle lane of  the interstate. But there was no where else to go and it was impossible to anticipate the SUV 
coming fast from behind me in the same middle lane, driven by a woman who had no chance of  dealing with my sudden lane 
shift. Her car plowed into the back of  my small borrowed Honda, and easily carried it forward, now far too fast, into the 
back of  a rental van. It was all over in a couple of  seconds.
  I did have time to recall the irony of  the fact that just before moving to England I had been all but stationary in a line of  
traffic on my way back to London when a young woman had careened into the back of  me, writing off  my worthless car (I 
was moving and had to get rid of  it anyway) and her own. But neither of  us was hurt and she was well-insured.
  I’m dead. Jason survived. I saw his airbag open in my peripheral vision, and the impact was not as bad as it might have 
been. We were slowing; the lines of  cars were moving slightly. I was unlucky. My airbag didn’t open. When the SUV hit 
us from behind, by head was whiplashed backwards. Immediately afterwards, my car hit the one in front and, as my whole 
body kept moving forward, my head hit the the upper part of  steering wheel, still somewhat tilted back. My nasal bone was 
caught by the upper arch of  the wheel and chopped back into my brain, just as if  I’d been executed bare-handed by an SAS-
trained mercenary. Thankfully, I died instantly, in an accident that I might otherwise have survived.

1.1 (07.10.20, 11:23)

To describe a fictional event is one thing; to recall it as memory is something quite different, especially, of  course, where 
the fictional event is the death of  the narrator, the ‘I’ who writes for you now. (I could not possibly be writing for myself  
because I am dead.) To remember this event will be simply to create it both as event and memory, although, once again, the 
consequences of  this will be miminal - they will have no effect on me since I am dead and only a minimal effect on whatever 
other world it is in which I am no longer present because I have already conceded that the event is merely fictional.
  Or: let’s keep it simple. The event was a fiction and my memories of  the event will be a fiction. The fact that I write as 
an entity who no longer has any existence (other than as a progressively decaying corpse) is merely the kind of  fictional 
convention with which we are familiar from all kinds of  imaginary and fantastical poesis in our cultural lives.
  But how to generate and set out for you real-seeming memories closely associated with the event of  my death? Perhaps I 
can enlist the help of  other people who do remember it? They at least have the advantage of  being alive. At least they still 
have memories. You may already have guessed that I based the event of  my death on a real event. Obviously I did not die in 
the near-accident to which I refer although I might well have (see below). A student of  mine really was in the car and he will 
remember my ‘death’ since he will remember the event on which I based it.
  Perhaps you will say that this is cheating; that it runs counter to the intentions of  my experiment, to explore the process 
of  an idea as event, and to examine memory and its loss through procedures and rituals of  writing. But I’m dead. I can do 
anything or nothing and it will have no effect on the world in which I was living, on your world. What does it matter if  I 
break my own or any other rules?
  There are many justifications, such as the attractive theory that my unconscious was and is other((s)’). Thus, Justin’s (his 
real name) memories are my memories, especially now that I am dead.
  And then there is the potential for pleasurable intrigue, something that was coincidently anticipated for me in a passage I 
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read from Mathews’ My Life in CIA shortly before leaving for Boston on my fatal journey:
  “Of  course I wanted more. I’d learned that the biggest excitement of  subterfuge is getting other people involved. Other people brought an 
almost carnal scratch to the itch of  my inflamed imagination.”
  No more ‘carnal scratches’ for me. Still.

It seems necessary to point out the possibility that I really am dead. Justin and I discussed this light-heartedly after the near-accident and my 
memory of  these conversations might well be considered memories of  my actual death. The fact that I cannot remember dying (which I would 
not be able to do) could be taken as evidence that I am, in fact, dead. Of  course, I don’t believe this now, as I write. However, I am susceptible 
to fantasy-inclined scientistic interpretations of  contemporary physics: the possibility, for example, that worlds multiply infinitely in order to 
accommodate every possible physical state as time’s arrow moves forward. I mean, specifically, that at least one other world (of  an a potentially 
infinite number) was generated by the near-accident and that in that world (the one I should be in?) I am dead and I died in exactly the way I 
described (well, not exactly, since I consciously fictionalized many details).
  Or else, more straightforwardly perhaps: I am dead and this is what death is like. You tell me. Except you can’t. I’m dead.

0.12 (07.10.21, 09:52)

Now, two days after my last writing on the event of  the idea, I am less worried about, shall we say, being caught in a kind of  conceptual stasis, 
I was afraid that I would no longer be able to wake up and prepare for the day without immediately thinking of  the idea and the event of  its 
conception. But now, everything is already different, and I feel differently. In particular, my emotions in relation to the idea and the activities it 
has spawned have changed and so I realize that they will continue to change. This is a significant consolation. And an encouragement.
  Today, by contrast with two days ago when I bathed, I rose, showered and shaved, performing more or less exactly the same routine that I had 
on the day of  the event. As I passed through the door into the bathroom I realized that it was indeed at that moment that the event of  the idea 
occurred and I seemed to know also that I was correct in my speculation that, although this is as close as we are going to get to the moment of  
the idea, the idea was not, when it was conceived, fully conscious to me. It’s becoming clearer ‘happened’ slightly later, as I remember.
  Apart from this, rather than recall the event itself  and my circumstances and physical actions as the idea developed that first day, this morning 
what I noticed were conditions and occurrences that were different and distinct and which, thereby, now serve to specify my actual memories of  
the time when I had the idea.
  For example, today when I got out of  the shower - drying both my feet in turn slightly to avoid extra dampness on the foot towel or floor - I 
succeeded with my usual method on the right foot, resting it on the side of  the bath to dry it before stepping out. But as I attempted to rest 
and dry my left foot, it slipped off  the side of  the bath. This did not happen on the morning of  the event. And then, I remember shaving this 
morning and I will for some time, for a simple reason. A hair was caught in the razor, one that I could not easily see close up and could not bother 
to dislodge and remove, such that I felt it on my skin intermittently during the whole process of  shaving. That didn’t happen on the morning of  
the idea either. Thank goodness. Who knows? It might have been a hair from the head of  the person from Porlock.
  This morning I discovered a bruise on my left upper arm, just below the shoulder. It is giving me pain, but only minimally. I don’t remember 
what gave me the bruise, although I have been able to reconstruct how I got it. The bruise is another distinct difference. The underlying pain, 
however much it is on the edge of  perceptibility, changes everything. My body is unambiguously, perceptibily different, so that I know, with some 
certainty, that my memories are new memories.
 The premise of  the film Momento is that the main character is unable to produce persistent new memories. What I realized this morning is 
the absolute necessity of  the body for the creation of  new memory. If  you didn’t have a body and could not experience its constant changes 
and shifting attitudes and orientations in time, how would you be able to tell that a memory is new? I have a body and so I can distinguish my 
memory of  today’s shower because I slipped, today’s shave because of  the way a displaced hair irritated my skin, and the whole experience of  this 
morning because I feel a new source of  pain, even though I cannot remember exactly how I acquired the injury.
  This all rather argues against the theory, in our associated fiction, that I am actually dead. Unless I am entirely fictional and my body is being 
well-imagined or imagined in relation to a greater body that I consume as it produces me. However, it bears consideration that death might be 
defined as the loss of  the body and that, if  we cannot be reduced to our bodies (I’m not going into this), then we die precisely because it has 
become impossible for us to create new memories. So, consider: if  you do believe (I don’t) that we cannot be reduced to our bodies, what happens 
to our exisiting memory? It existed, and presumably it still does.

John Cayley
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Peter Manson

pyrotoxin     the third art gets hits at     this     this is to be said     moving again against     this     
on the left     part catching     third and bent     leverage     claimed against     between foot     

between two poles     inexact     an exact double linkage     reflecting any part     not being awake 
for three days     then the deep     harm / attempts at harm     when there is     absolutely no 

consciousness     summon     total affective gap     delayed response     the attempt submerged 
when it     resurfaces     this is to be said     the inability cushions     against part of  Saturday     

attempts on lines     five people experiencing different scales     detail     the fifth teragon     you 
are not expected to realise or know what you already know     misjudging superciliousness     no 
longer wanting to do physical violence     and wondering why     beginning to watch the book     

you don’t have thoughts     no part of  this is not observed     making a tally of  the lines     which 
the final book is to contain     turning up on specific days     for the first six months you do not 
realise that yourself               (insert physical description)     discovering photographs     dating 
back five years     conscious     of  every one of  your own     strategies     though     not able to 

say when you developed them     even in deceit     become partly solvent     and the outer layers 
of  other humans     trying to work out how possib     how possible it is for neither of  them to be 
perceived     on the one hand frenetic activity     on the other hand no activity      even processes 

like eating     and digestion are slowing down     one drinks large quantities of  water     once 
a week the other buys a packet of  sirloin steak and feels better for a day after eating it      no 

waste     four people in the same room knowing the same thing and knowing that all the others 
know the same thing but avoiding the topic     at least three people in the room have shown 

signs of  psychic ability     when she was shown the page she immediately got the point that was 
being communicated     although it seemed to be taken as an aside     and not as directly relevant 

to what     to what she needed to know     the drum begins in attempt     and from that point 
no sense of  time is available to him     he’s still capable of      phases or spates of  wild activity     
periods of  wild activity     although actually all sense of  necessity has been removed     basic 
physical drives remain     making the eyes larger     in a conversation that takes place almost 

entirely with eyes     as a counterpart or an aside to a conversation which is taking place between 
two other people     because the windows can’t be opened the heat     the quiet around six a.m. in 
the mild warmth     and the attempt to sleep after that     passing into a trance until twelve     no 

attempt     being homed     in     on     having any partition inside thought     keeping to a spot     
so that those who move     pass     seeing photographs from around five years back     wondering 
why nobody said     occupying geodesics     at what would be the equivalent of  a constant speed     
while a third brain     in the distance     fails one system     sitting among debris     being spoken 
to     to leave enough space     between events     so that rhythmic forms     will appear in writing     
only     passing that back     a change of  electricity in the room     just after five p.m.     the wind 
blows     a hole in the thick cloud     somewhere above     storm clouds so that     the upper part 
of  the sky is lit     no longer being able to tell what it feels like to be tired     or why does bread 
go hard     every attempt at thought is undercut     and this is the best     there is an attempt at 

humility     there is a collapse into the second half.

Pyrotoxin, the third art
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After/ Continuing

As if  vocation moved a certain period of  time from its respective 
centre, then turned around, folding back upon itself  at one specific 
moment to travel back and scratch its nub.  And i should have listened 
to E., daughter of  Nyx, when she said the Leviathan would make us 
choleric  

Dream of  Aristotelian cop dance around a merry cheat of  worlds, for 
tests want copyright defence those LOSSES decide.  Before a larger 
body evolves eye-drops the current runs to hallucinatory nets.  Blood 
still the vehicle of  choice, rate of  worm and ratted doormats  

The sun hits her interrogators haplessly, wiping their beaks in the 
sapped intervals, walking halls of  laminated fier.  National screed 
tomb punts wealth less than 1%.  More momentum led to crime as 
surely as latch leads to menace  

    *

Two notional birds between the two tend to weaken  

The groups againe in the folde for a long time the nere side of  
Capability, unapologetic. Dance dance dance.  I confine myself  there 
to crying out as the birds of  the Capitol did in old days at the noise of  
half-broken and famished assailants.  Confidence an ailing suspicion 
to be met by hard facts overheard as we waited and oozed.  Your head 
in my lap, last hour of  the mythocratic workshop 
 
My hands are stuck between the years.  Even so, the multitude of  
other forms prevent them from developing a rhythmical swing of  
stress alternation in the attributive phrases  

       *

It took millions now pouring to ply my squamulose notes on the bill; 
so the circular nitration don’t sanitise no mo’.  Time and tone blend 
unfrankfully with duty, embryonic bells varying steps such that any 
serious system of  movement avoids words because they are a strong 
deterrent to global communication.  Turpentine baptized, her use 
value from the point-of-view of  nativity

Thy pitche againe.  Blue Foreveryonder.  Grease paint and liminal 
tax in occasion, a brace of  wet birds shrink from nouveau ordnance.  
Buying nylon strings for attack claims on hatless underlings.  Selling 
headware out of  suitcases, space on the street gums to bared banana 
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Mark Mendoza

states.  Just a twist of  lime soda at the back-to-basics prompt 

             Job no 
difference between pity and self-pity.  Here are my fingers (they’re 
not), there’s my spout; polished tiles rushed by like a ream of  ranked 
water.  Their cygnet style and is sensational.  If  inquiry fluxion can 
be said to warrant extinctive affects, a fem. ending before a clubbed 
provider 
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                                                           NOUR
Faber and Faber put me to one challenge...

                                                         WRITER 1
“She was the most... I don’t know... like... you know how some people are really, like, 
interesting?”

                                                          NOUR
To be the greatest muse of  all time... 
                    
                                                            WRITER 2
“Nour, my darling. My toey-eyed boots wombmobile, 
I offer you this poem...”

                                                          NOUR
TO BE THE FASTEST INSPIRER. 

                                       LESBIAN WRITER 
“All the other muses just made me dry.” - (lesbian)

                                         NOUR
I was put against 12 other contestants.

                        WRITER 3
“Dora is so boring. 
I can’t possibly

write from her.
Nour props I eat, squill makers to whichevers.”

                                                                 JOSHUA STOOLBIX

I’m to initiate a game... UM. “who here is gay??”.............Well, that was the end of  the game. 
(dead stage)

                                              ANTHONY

Nobody was gay. Some kids died. They were not. A womb at monument, The event was 
-relatively- formal. The object only became one in his hands. What was it again. Flame of  
incandescent clears her throat. Still no one gay. The light of  inspiration. Moses and all that. She 
some kind of. To begin. Clears throat (not oedipal). Bare ruined choirs. Where late the sweet 
birds sang.  Mine was always that. Do you believe in an afterlife. Just -look- at her. Countdown 
to ten. Bombstruck. Countdown again. Slower. Slow. Neon from Lights cigarette, gives it away. 
No bears. 

REALITY NOVEL IN PROGRESS PROTOTYPE 
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     Writer 1

 I cannot read the little letters. 
  I fucked up tonight. I woke up a surley man. surly . surely it’s surly - spell check 
makes me so. 
 I fucked up tonight. Perhaps Gabriel will not have a space to work on his art. 
 “You’re dead drunk.”
 He’s... he’s d-dead afraid. But not dead.”

TO BE CONTINUED...

.

Nour Mobarak (featuring Tony Paraskeva)
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